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Heating up the country
with Olympic spirit
Olympic Torch to racepast campus
FRANK M. aiPTICO
Staffßeporter
Seattle University will be in the path of history next
Tuesday. Well, at least very near it.
he 1996 Olympic TorchRelay willrunby Seattle Univer'on 12th Avenue May 7onits way to its finaldestination
the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta. The torch is
iccted to pass the school at approximately7:30p.m.
This willprobably be the closest the relay has evercome to
attle University,according to J. Paul Blake, assistantvice

E

n

I

esident and director of public relations.

The relay,sponsoredbyCoca-Cola, willinitselfbemaking
history.It will be the longestrelayinOlympic history, with

See Torch onpage 2

Campus security does it again
SafetyandSecuritynabsanother allegedintruder
Teri Anderson
ManagingEditor
thinking by a number of SU stuand a campus Jesuit helped Safety
ecurityand the Seattle PoliceDepartment officers catch an alleged burglar on
Monday evening, said director of Safety
and Security Mike Sletten.

Kick

"We asked people to let us know if they
spottedanythingsuspicious," he said."Sure
enough,they did."
The man, who allegedly tried to steal a
VCR from the Casey Building, was arrested
andis under investigation for burglaryby the
Seattle Police Department,Slettensaid.
Thisis the second on-campus incident in

SeeIntruderonpage 5
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SeeFlores onpage 3

Bill Christianson

William Sullivan, SJ(center) applauds the official groundbreaking
ceremony oftheCasey Buildingin 1986. The Spectator takes a look at both the past and
thefuture ofFatherSullivan in an Anniversary Specialpull-out.
University President

Julie Flores wins Truman scholarship
The lottery was about the only thing
JulieFloresdidnot winlast week.Afterall,
she won $1,000 from a call-in radiocontest, and then learnedshe secured $30,000
Tor graduate school.
For the tilth time in 14 years, Seattle
University has produceda Truman scholar.
The seniorfromGuam wasinformed last
week that she will be one of about 75
students from across the country to receive the Truman Scholarship, worth
$30,000 toward graduateschool expenses.
The Truman Scholarship Foundation
was set up to honor 33rdPresidentHarry S.
Truman, and is awarded to students who
wish to attend graduate school to prepare
for careers in government or elsewhere in
public service.
Servingthe publicalter graduationis but
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Dutta wants
new election;
ASSUsays no
Peggy Eaton
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scholarship.
She is the

fifth

SU

student in

the lust 14
years to
receive the
$3 0, 000
scholarship
f 0 r
graduate

school.

An appeal for a new ASSU presidential election was
rejected last night alter presidentialcandidate Neena Dutta
filed a formal complaint to the electioncommittee.
The complaint centered on the Columbia Street Cafe
voting booth, which was open during the primary vote but
closed during the final executiveelections.
Dutta, who lost to Troy Mathern in the final election by
five voles, argued that both she and Mathern lost votes
because the Columbia Street Cafe was advertisedas a voting
area,but during finalelections it was not open for business.
"Idon't think just Ilost votes there,I'm sure Troy lost alot
of votes there too," Dutta said. "Those people could have
votedelsewhere, but I
wouldstillstand that it is a really easy

SeeASSUon page 3
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TakeMe Out to theBall Game
The Seattle University Staff Association has arranged for a
Mariners GameinhonorofPresident William Sullivan,SJ, and
his 20-year tenureatSU.The game willbeon Wednesday,May
29, against theBaltimore Orioles.
Seattle University willbe featured on the Kingdome's Diamond Vision screen and Father Sullivan will throw out the
ceremonial first pitch of the game if400 tickets are purchased
through DanDomike in the Bookstore.
Tickets cost $8 and must be purchasedby Friday, May 17.

Internet AccessRules to Change
Effective yesterday, only registered students, faculty and
staff are allowed to have e-mail/Internet accounts through the
SU computer system. The new policy is intended to free up
space so the university can -Use its limited resources to better
serve current university community members.

Eastand West Sports Fields to Close
BeginningMonday,May 20, theEast andWest SportsFields
will be closed for summer restoration and maintenance. The
jogging track on the West Sports Field will remain open.The
West Sports Field is expectedto re-open on Monday,June 24,
and the East SportField on Saturday,August 17.

Free Food Today
The annual Spring Picnic is set for today in the Quad from
11 :30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome and all food is

free. Music willbe providedby Sonando.

Book Signing Set for May 16and 17
David
SU professor of law, has made numerous
appearances at local bookstores in recent weeks to promote
"The DeathofDiscourse," a book he co-authored withRonald
Skover,

appearances in the Puget Sound area are on
His last
Thursday,May 16 at 6 p.m at Border's Books and Music of
Seattle, 1501 Fourth Avenue;and on Friday,May 1 7,at 7p.m.
at Barnesand Noble of Bellevue, 15600 N.E.Bth Street.
two

Important Commencement Dates
Commencement is just around the corner. A number of
important dates have been set for people to mark on their
calendars:
Thursday,June 6 and Friday,June 7
Caps, gownsand commencementtickets willbe issued in the
Pigott Auditorium from noon to 7 p.m. on Thursday and from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.on Friday.
Saturday, June 8
Last chance to pick up caps, gowns and commencement
tickets. Noon to 1 p.m. in the Pigott Auditorium.
Baccalaureate Mass will begin at 2:40 p.m. in St. James
Cathedral.
The President's Reception for graduates and families and
friends will be held from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Campion

-

Ballroom.

Sunday, June 9
Commencementwillbeginat 12:40 p.m. in the SeattleCenter
Arena. Admission is by ticket only.Graduates only need to
show their caps and gowns for admittance into the arena.
Caps and gowns wereordered for all students whoindicated
on their graduation applications that they planned to attend
commencement.

Database Training Sessions
TheLemieux Library's Reference Department willcontinue
to offer training sessions on how to use theFirstsearch databases throughMay 16: Sessions will be held Wednesdays at
noon and Thursdays at 2 p.m.
For more information call 296-6230

Torch: Olympicrelay torunpast SUcampus
Frompage 1
10,000 peoplepassing the torchin
a15,000-miletrek across the continental United States.
This willalsobe thefirst timethe

torchbearers include former Olympic athletes as well as friends of the
Olympic family.Torchbearers will
carry the flamefor up to 1 kilometer.

The relay began its 84-day run

torchbear-

The Olympic torch will meet a
citywide celebration at the Seattle
Center, whereNorthwest bands and
Space Needle fireworks will welcomeit.Therelaywillcontinue the
next day on its way to Pendleton,
Ore. and

ers will be
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SOURCE:Atlanta Committee for the OlympicGames

Japanese,
Australians and 500 other torchbearers fromothercountries will be
carrying the name alongside their

American counterparts.
Fifty-five torchbearerswillcarry
the tlame through Washington state.
Some of the runners were chosen
from the Coca-Cola "Share the
Spirit"Program, where all Americans got a chance to nominate a
potential torchbearer. Some were
chosen from United Way's CommunityHeroes Program,and some
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Seattle Route

last Sunday in Los Angeles. On
May 7, the torch will arrive on the
Seattle waterfront via ferry from
Bremerton. The torch willproceed
on to the Pike Place Market, then
aroundtheKingdome whileaMariners' game is in progress, then up
through the International District

Seattle University. The torchbearer will then light the way past
the University of Washington to
Fremont and Queen Anne and finally to the Seattle Center.
to

6:30 p.m. Torch Relay
arrives at Seattle Ferry
Terminal (Colman Dock)
Waterfront celebration.
6:40 p.m. Relay begins in
Seattle.

-

'
s??r
nr*"'
area
Pike
PlaceMarket
travels south on Second
Avenue toward Kingdome.

display,
the eelebrationat
the SeattleCenter will feature performances by Hit Explosion, Main
Attraction, JuniorCadillac,Second
Nature, Duffy Bishop, Ernestine
Anderson, Ottoman Bigwigs,The
Groove,Satchel andtheopera tenor

Ben Hcppner. The program starts
at 6:30 p.m.
Announcers include Seattle Comedians John Keister and Peggy
Platt, morning DJsCharlie and Ty,
and BillNye "the Science Guy."

-

7:11 p.m. Torch circles the
Kingdome Mariners game in
progress.
7 23 p m Torch arriyes on
Jackson Street enters
InternationalDistrict,heads
ard he
alarea
ng
& mh
7:30 p.m. Torchpasses by
Seattle University on 12th

.
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ASSU: Council votes 8-1-1 to denyDutta anew election
-■rqmptye 7
people to vote and they

for
,,|ace
IDright there."
their
a
ye

According to theASSUconstitufora new votemust
,clilcd within 24 hoursofthe original vote,as Dutta's was. Theconstitutionrequires only three voting
booths to be open during an election, so the constitution was not
violated in that regard since other
booths were still open.
The ASSU council voted 8-1-1
to reject the appeal for a new election. Theelection committeerecommended that both Dutta and
Mathern abstain from the vote because they were candidates as well
as council members, according to
election committee co-chair
Crcighton Laughary.
Dutta abstained from the vote
while Mathernvoted forthemotion
to deny a new vote.
"I wouldn't want to damage the
ion, an appeal

committeeif the vote is overturned,"
Mathernsaid. "What is thepurpose
of having an election if with one
complaint youhave a re-vote?"
ASSU minor-

ity representative
Mike
Casern submittedthelonevote
againstrejecting
Dutta's appeal.
Duttaplanst
issue a seconc
appealforanew
election, whic 1
wouldbe votec
onby a panel o
five people i

accordance wit )
the ASSU con
stitution. Th

said. "I've been on council and I
know how it works. This is the
have
mostpractical decision,(but)I
to follow this through."
The elections committee discussed possiblealternative s
Among the
options were
to declare a
vote for
final candidates in all

.

"What is the
purpose ofhaving
an electionifwith
one complaint you
have are-vote?"

three executive positions, open
Co-

Troy Mathern, ASSU

tthe

biaStreet
c voting
boothfor two

PRESIDENT-ELECT

panel, whic i

would be chosenby ASSUadvisor

days to compensate for
the lost votes,recount the original
final vote or deny the request for a
new vote.
"We just came up with topics of

"I guess Iexpected this," Dutta

integrity of ASSU or the election

ft

discussionfor council," Laughary
said.
Dutta requested a new vote because she invested much of her
campaigningin tabletents and small
signspostedontheColumbiaStreet
Cafe tables, she said. Dutta also
believed thatbecause the cafe was
an advertised voting area, voters
may have thought they had the
wrong day when theycame to vote
at an empty booth.
Votingbooths are run by ASSU
volunteers and by clubs paid to
monitor a booth for a specific
amount of time. The Columbia
Street Cafe booth was not open
during the finals because on Tuesday the scheduled club monitors
did not show up, and on Wednesday no voting proctors had signed
up to monitor the booth, according
to Laughary.
"We were negligent in that we
could have put a sign on the booth
that said 'this is closed, go to another booth,'"Laughary said.

Khoa Nguyen /

Spectator

NeenaDutta wants a newelection,
but ASSU votedotherwise.
Dutta said she decided to file an
appeal to the election committee
for her own peace of mind and for
the voters'peaceofmindbecauseit
was such a close race.
"I know that I'mgoing tocatch a
lot of Hack and I'm prepared for
that," Duttasaid. "IfI'm notmeant
to be (president) then I'll gladly
accept it. Ithink he (Mathern)
would be wonderful, but Icould
neverlive withmyself if Ithought
maybeIcould have done this."

Flores: SUstudent awarded Trumanscholarship
"There are many students who

From page 1
amere extension of whatFloreshas

already engaged inrecently. She
helped build houses with Habitat
for Humanity and participated in
the Mexico Mission Trek, where
she helped buildhouses for lowincome families in Mexico.
She has also served as a resident
advisor for two years in both
BellarmineandCampionHalls, and
she assisted many students with
theirpapers asa tutorin the Writing
Center. InAugust, she willbe volunteering her time teachinghigh
school students on Chuuk, an island near hernative homeofGaum
in thePacific.
"I've always been involved in
helpingpeople," Flores said, "so it
was only natural that I would end
up in public service after graduating fromSU."
Alongwith1,400 other students,
she submitted her application in
December of last year. The application consisted of 12 questions,
including a critical analysis of a
significant public policy issue or
problem. In her analysis, Florcs
wrote about improvements in the
Guamanianeducation system.

i

Z mr

come from otherislands to Guam
to be educated," Flores said. "The
teachers sometimes do not know
how to deal with the cultures of
these kids, and Iwant to beable to
help ease the transition for boththe
students and the teachers."
After being named a first round
finalist, Flores wasinvitedback for
a supplemental round in San Juan,
Puerto Rico last month for a final
interview with a panel of five

judges.
"The interview was very intensive,"she said."It was likebeingin
in a courtroomand Iwas thedefen-

dant.
"All the judges were very aggressive and intimidating, not a
smile on their faces. It was one

question right after another for
twenty minutes.

"They asked questions like, 'If
you were governor, what procedures wouldyou take to change in
your area of interest.'"' Flores
I

added.
A mock interview with Robert
Spit/cr, SJ, and David Leigh, SJ,
priorto thePuertoRico trip,coupled
with training fromtheHonors Program, helped her prepare for the
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East Coast Students
Berlin Florida (May 14, 21,28) &/}/*/»
Fly LA Cologne
Fly Oakland Zurich New York (May 14,21,28) fyCf
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Fly Seattle Munich New York (June 5,12,19)
Fly Seattle Frankfurt New York (June 7, 14,21)
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West Coast Students
Bargain Fares Any oftheFirst 3 Flights

"My son, Daku, was driving a motorcycle when he was hit by
and killed. In the hospital was the most difficult time
my life. But because we had discussed organ and tissue
nation, it helped me, it helped my family, it helped everyone
J
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his organs and tissues. Everyday
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iafraid. For your free brochure
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grueling interview, Florcs said.
She wasnotified a week later that
she had won the scholarship. But,
she said, she will be deterring the
award for two years because of a
commitment she'salready madeto
Jesuit Volunteer Corps International.
Flores has been assigned to do
volunteer work in Chuuk alter
graduating in June, she said, and
she will be teaching social studies

and English

to

Chuukcse high

school students.
"My teaching experience in
Chuuk willgive me a good base to
start from in learning the educational system of the area," Flores
said. "Most likely, Iwill be using
what I'ye learnedthereand applyit
while Iam also helping toimprove
the educationalsystem of Guam."
In two years, she plans to start
graduationstudies ateitherColumbia University in New York or
University ol California at Berkeley.
Flores and her brother, who will
also graduate from SU this June,
will be the first in their family to
graduate from a post-secondaryinstitution.Her mother was the most
influential person in her life, she
said.
"She was justalways there every
step of the way."
Florcs plans touse the moneyshe
won from the radio contest to tly
her mom from Guam to the awards
ceremony for the Truman ScholarshipinIndependence.Mo.,in June.
Previous SU Truman Scholars
include Manuel Teodoro. 1994;
Josh Peterson, 1992; Shawn
Mirghanbar, 1989 and Ruth
Dressel, 1 982.
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Read it.
Enough said.
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HerStory awardscelebrate contributions by campus women
BridgetMcCollum

StaffReporter
There are many womenoncampus who serve as role models and
have animpact onthepeoplearound
them, similar to women's movement

leaders like Maya Angelou

and Margaret Mead.
Seatllc University women's
strength, courage and ability to
guide was celebrated and honored
at this year's HerStory Awards.
The Tuesday ceremony marked
the sixth annual observance of the
roles womenplay at SUand closed
out a monthof events callingattention to women's contributions.
In all, tour HerStory awards and
one special recognitionaward were
giventhis year. The womenchosen
representedandworkedtowardthis

year's theme: "Local Actions Speak

environmental cngineeringdepart-

for Women and the annual

ments. Jacoby came to SU in 1991

Women'sRetreat. Inaccepting the

and is the Thomas J. Barman EndowedChair.
"When Ifirst met Jean, Iknew
the future of my profession was in
good hands," said Dr. Patricia

award, Saunders offered a poem
from one of her favorite authors,

Daniels, associate dean of science
and engineering,as she presented

Jacoby with the award.
Also among the honorees was
Sister Kathleen Sullivan, who
teaches in themathdepartment and
helps runa programcalled Splash!
which helps middle school girls

learn andunderstandthemathematics and physics of water. She is
celebratingher40thyearas an educator and has been in the SUmath
department since 1987.
Marybeth Saunders wasthethird
award recipient.
whohas
Saunders.
been at SUsince
1994, works in Student Develop-

HerStory

LouderThan Words."
One such woman is Dr. Jean. ment and Facilities. She devotes
Jacoby,a teacher inSU's civiland time to thePatriciaWismerCenter

David Whyte:
This is not the age of information.
This is the time of loaves and
fishes
and one good wordis

bread for a thousand.
The final HerStory award went
women's studies minor
program,marking the first time an
entire programhasbeenrecognized
at this ceremony.
to the SU

Now inits fourthyear,theminor
wasfounded by Dr.HarrietShaklee,
Dr. Marylou Sena and Dr. Karen
Barta, each of whom received a
HerStory award for her efforts.
Susan Hogan, who wonanaward
in 1991,also received special recognition at this year's ceremony.
Hogan, who has worked at SU
for 18 years, works in Univefsity
Relations and helps out on several
campus committees, includingthe
SexualHarassment Task Force and
thePresident's Advisory Board.

"She is the kind of person

Megan McCoid

Janet Mills, (left), presents Kathleen Sullivan, RSCJ, with a HerStory
awardfor her workin SU's Splash!program.

to

work very hard to
le status

heart, with grace."

''She is thekindofperson that works
veryhardtoimprove the status of
womenonour campus.

Photo Editor

SU ChamberSingersperform <it Tuesday'sHerStory Award ceremonx.

/ Seniors!!
Don 't Be A Nerd!!
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Strip down to the barebones and
show,tell and revealall in the annual
Commencement Edition.
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That's right,its that timeof year again.
The Spectatoris currentlyseeking
contributions for theCommencer"**^
ment Edition. Sodon't graduate
without getting the last word.
Send us your favorite SUtall tales,
I
myths/olklore andfunny,zanny
anecdotes.Say thanks,givecriticism, I
write a homily, whatever (500 words I
or less). Youcaneven send us your I
favorite photographshighlighting I
your crazy (or nerdy)collegedays. I

on what each candidate hasdone for
womenoncampus.
The award c4i
einony came to a
close the same way
it opened, with a
song by the SU
Chamber Singers,
who sang "Jamaican Marketplace,"
a song about a

said Judy Sharpe,
directorof residenJudy Sharps directorof Residential
tial life.
Life,
Susanhogan.
Women are chosen o ne i-ieraiory
candidales through
a university-wide call for nomina- offer their suggestions and a comwoman living and working in Jations. Students, faculty and staff mitteechoosestherecipients based maica

on

Megan McCoid /

/ Photo Editor
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Send submissions by 5 p.m., Thursday,May 16 to: The Spectator, 900
Broadway Seattle WA 98122. SUB LLOS (Chieftain Basement).

12 noon 1:30p.m.
Tigott Auditorium
Come enjoy a unique approach
to socialheatingby an outstanding
(Dance Company.

sponsoredby: AssociatedStudents ofAfrican 'Descent,
AssociatedStudents ofSeattle University, Cultural (Pluralism
(Project, THversity Coordinating Council, 'Educational
(Programs Committee, Office ofMinority Student Affairs,
Pathways, 'Wismer Centerfor 'Women.
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Intruder: Crime hits campus again
CHILDCARE Looking for experiencedperson to care
for 16-month-old child. Must havereferences and a car.
30+ hours/week beginninginJune. Close to SU! Please
call Patricia. 329-8107
Summer Nanny Position for three children.ages 9,
6, and 4 years old on Mercer Island. Position is for a
full time nanny, Monday Friday,7:3OAM 6:00 PM.
Salary: $2,000/month. Starting 6/10/96 through 9/4/
96 w/ a possibility to continue. Must have a car, good
referances, and an interest in early childhood education. Mustnot be a smoker. Call Marilyn© 236-1481
(H) or 340-9500 (W)
ADOPTION Lots of love and laughter to share. Please
consider us adoptive parents. Professional dad, artistic
mom, stable happy home. Call collect Attorney Joan @
j 206-728-5858 File 1609 or Sue/Steve @ 206-635-0499.
Wanted
Iam only the second person to graduate from college in
my family, Any commencement tickets you can spare
would be appreciated! Call Barb at 935-9223

Megan McCoid

allegedly tried to steal valuables from the
Seattle Police Showed up at campus last week to arrest aman who
CaseyBuilding.

From page 1
HELP WANTED. Summer camp at Hidden Valley
Camp (GraniteFalls, WA) needs counselors,life guards,
kitchen staff & more. The camp runs from 6/15 8/23.
Call 722-5787 for details.
Are youinterested in writingexciting stories? Learning
computer layout? Being a part of a quality journalistic
team? THE SPECTATORISLOOKING FORYOU!
Dropby the basement of the SUB, or give Bill a call at
296-6476.
INSIDE SALES- Integra Technology Solution Centers
is looking for an ambitious self-starter to join our fastgrowing software training and development company.
We are seeking someone who can identify desicion
makers and set appointments for our outside sales
force. We offer $9.00/hr, plus commission and great
career potential. Please send resume to 720 Olive Way
suite 920, Seattle, WA 98101 or Fax to 223-2324

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,000+/

month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal & full time employment
available. No experience necessary. For moreinformation call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60812

-

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Positions are now
available at National Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Excellent benefits
-3620 ext. N60812

+ bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-

Like new Queen SizedFuton is available to you! The
$150. Please
matress and frame can be yours for only
call 235-6409.
Off-Campus Work Study positions available at the King
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office. Learn about the
criminal justice system and the operations of a major
prosecutor's office; interact with the public, witnesses,
visitors,law enforcement personnel and attorneys;
develop office skills. $7.50 per hour,up to 19 hours per
week (35 in the summer). MUST HAVE WORK STUDY
FUNDING. Please callHeidi Rollins at 296-9008 or
Mary Sparrow at 296-9065 (afternoons) if interested.

Classified Advertising! The charge is only $1.00 a line

for students and just $2.00 a line for faculty or business
opportunities. The charge must be pre-paid. If you are
interestedin running a classified ad that will reach
many Seattle University students, contact Meredith at
The Spectator. Call 296-6474, or drop by The Spectator
office in the basement of the Student Union Building.

/ Photo Editor

the last two weeks in which security officers and SPD have caught
and arresteda suspiciousperson.
Security and SPDofficers apprehended a middle-aged man who
allegedly broke intoaCampionHall
resident's room on Friday, April
19. A student walked intoherroom
to find the intruder with her
roommate's wallet in his hands.
The latest arrest came after two
Campionresidents called Security
around 6 p.m. to let them know that
they had spotted a person 'wandering around threeofthehal1 s floors
Shortly thereafter, a third student called to say that she walked
into Loyola Hall and found a

.

stranger leaning over a computer.

Theman, whomatched thedescriptionprovided by the first Campion
Hall callers,apologized to the student forstartling herand left,Sletten
said.
As securityofficers searched the
campus for the man, they ranintoa
Jesuit who told them that he had
just spotted the man in the Casey
Building,Sletten added.
Twosecurityofficers walkedinto
the buildingand found the man on
the fifth floor trying toyank abolted
VCRoff a metal cart, Sletten said.
When a security officer asked the
man to stop so he could ask him
some questions, he ran.The security officers, with the help of SPD,
caught theman onthe Casey stairs,
Sletten added.
"Noneof thesecallers knew that
one another was calling," Sletten
said. "You can't ask for anything

better than awareness."

According to Sletten, two telephone answering machines and a
set ofsmal1speakers werefound on
the man after being arrested.

Security doesn't know of any
connection thatwould link theman
to the middle-aged manarrested in
the first incident, according to
Sletten.Additionally,they haven't
found the man to have any reJalion
to SU, Sletten said.

Sletten added that he has been
told this is not the first arrest for the
man.
Sletten attributedSecurity's suc-

cess in this incident to campus
awareness and saidhe hopes that it
will continue.
"Instead of theft reports, we're
followingup on arrest reports," he
said. "It's great."

Cinco de Mayo celebration
to spice up SU
RyanMiller

News Editor
Seattle University will join the worldincelebrating
Mexican culture with a Cinco de Mayo festival this
Saturday.
The activities,sponsored by the Nosotrosclub and
ELS,range fromprofessional salsa dancelessons to
breaking pinatas, said Haydee Vargas, a freshman

campus

festival, with enchiladas to feast on and live
Mexican dances to watch, as well.
The Cinco deMayo festival will start at5 p.m
on Saturday, May 4 at the Pigott Auditorium
Tickets are available for $5. They can be purchased at Bellarmine from noon to 1 p.m., and at
the Chieftain from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. through
Friday, Vargas said. Any extra tickets will be
sold at the door.

and member ofNosotros.
"Whoever wants to participate can do the salsa,"
Vargassaid. She willalsogive a brief history of what
Cinco de Mayo is really about.
"Many people confuse it to beMexico's Independence Day," Vargasnoted. But May 5 is amore of a
symbolic day that commemoratesthe Battle ofPuebla,
when poor Mexican townspeople defeated imperial

French forces.
"It's a symbol of Mexico's patriotism and unity,"
Vargas said. "Thismarks a very important day forthe
Mexican community."
There will be plenty of reason to celebrate at this

5-6:30p.m.: Salsa dancing lessons
taught by a professional.
7-8:30 p.m.: Dinner featuring
chicken and cheese enchiladas.
8:30-11p.m.: Dance featuring a
variety ofmusic (both Spanish and
American).
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SU students single themselves out for dates
PeggyEaton

show you my
version of a

Staffßepoter

date with Armstrong while Sara
Szalay won the attention of bachelor Wolf.

trench kiss,"
Chants of "Keep him!" and said one com"Dump her!"andscreams oflaugh- peting single.
ter couldbeheard echoingthroughout Pigott AtriumSaturdaynight as

thedatinggame"SingledOut"came
to Seattle University.
The event, an imitation of the
MTVshow by the same name, gave
campus singles the opportunity to

win a free date by passing tests
designed by a bachelor or
bachelorctte to weed out prospective dales.
Hosts Frankie Ferraro and Liz
Nielsenkept themoodlively while
contestants were chosen based on
such characteristicsas tatoos, age
and sense of humor.
All male and female attendants
uld compete for a date with the
chclor and bachelorctte, who
:re drawn beforehand and had
c-preparedquestions for the con-

I

The event raised money for the
Big Brothers and Big Sisters pro-

The contestants were vying for adate at

gram, while canned food was donated to the St.v James Family

Entros, but the
fun came in the
crowd's roar-

Kitchen.
JoiningFerraroandNielsen was
KUBE 93 DJ Hayden, who provided dance tunes for the excited

ing laughter at

crowd. T-shirts, CDs and movie
tickets were also given away as
door prizes as compensation for

contestant re-

sponses. After
the field of
bachelorettes
had been significantly narrowed, each
was asked to

burp.

The

Megan McCoid

"

weakest burp
meant elimination. The contest
drew screams from the contestants

Megan McCoid

:>le singles

to

respond quickly

th creative answers.
After thepreliminary rounds, the
>spectivc bachelors were asked

introduce themselves

to

mstrong as cartoon characters,

lile the bachelorettes became
>vie stars.
"I'm Meg Ryan and Iwant to

/

Photo Editor

and audiencealike.
In the quest to get paired up,
bachelors had to answerquestions

Lee Armstrong
sitsexcitedly as
she awaits her

and would advance based on
Designated bachelorettc Lee
mstrong and bachelor Justin
olf teased contestants withchallgingquestionsrequiringtheeli-

/ Photo Editor

Justin Wolf askshis potential "SingledOut dates questionsin order to sort them out.

whether they correlated with
Armstrong's answers. The men

"Singled Out"
date.

pondered "Liposuction: opposed
or wear the hose," whetherfinals
week is a "two week jam" or time to
cram, and whether she preferred a
dictionary to spell check.

those who failed to win a date.
Along with the sexual references
and brash stereotypes was an educational clement not found in the
MTV versionof "SingledOut."
Graffiti boards postedaround the
atriumoffered students achance to
respond to inquiriesabout where to
meet people, how toask peopleout
on a date and how it feels to be

labeled.
An educationaltableoffered information aboutsuchissues tomake
theeventmoreinformativeandless

stereotypical, according to organizer DebbieCarpenter, programming coordinator for Residential
Lite.

"We wanted to mimic the MTV
show 'Singled Out,' but with an
educational twist," Carpentersaid.
"The goal was to initiateconversation and questions about sexual labeling that goes on in the actual
show, (to) address some issues
while having fun."

Armstrongopposedliposuction,
thought finals arc a two week jam
and preferreda dictionary to spell
check, a surprise to several male
contestants.

Jim Carney walked away with a

Bellarmine Prep president receives honorary degree
RyanMiller
NewsEditor

The resignation of Dan Weber,

morecreative."
Father Weber has strongroots in
the Northwest, and has made a big
mark in the region as a Jesuit edu-

SJ, as president ol BellarminePreparatory School is a sign of the

cator.

limes for Jesuit education in the

ments, SeattleUniversityis award-

To recognize his accomplish-

with Father Weber in administration for 15 years,lakes the helm at
the venerableTacomahighschool.
And it's about time, Father Weber
said.
"Why shouldI
block a layperson
from doing the job?"he said, addhe feelshe has done all he
as president of the school. "I
c always felt education should
be done by younger people, not

ing him one of six honorary degreesat this year's commencement
ceremony. Thepurpose ofthe degreesis togiverecognition to individuals for their achievementsand
to create a link between the school
and the recipients.
Father Weber was born in 1925
andraisedona farm in Uniontown
in Eastern Washington where he
attended thegrade school and high
school of a nearby parish, St.
Boniface.
He joinedthenavy during World
War II which "gave me time to
think about college," he said. He
decided on Gonzaga University,
where he majored in education. It
was also where he became interested in the Jesuit way of life.
"Ihad neverbeen aroundpriests
that showedan interest in me like
that," he said. "I grew to admire
them. They were intelligent and
well-rounded-they wereinterested
in more than just your education."
SoheleftGonzagaaftertwoyears
to join the Society of Jesus and
become a priest in 1948. But he
still wantedto teach, sohereturned
toearnhis master'sineducation in

older. They're more innovative.

1955.

The 70-year-oldhas led the Jesuit high school through turbulent
waters for 20 years,and is stepping
down with change in the air his
successor is a lay person.
The six Jesuit schools in the
Northwest had always had Jesuit
presidents until 1994, when the
OregonProvineemade a "sponsorship agreement,"deciding to offi-

(ly

*

supportnon-Jesuit leaders.
This is themost basiclandmark
ision made at Jesuit schools in

this province," Father Weber said.
means a lay person can be in
rge, as long as they teach
Ignatian values."
That is exactly what willhappen
when Jack Peterson, who worked

fthat

"I wanted to teach young men,"
FatherWeber said,andhe followed
Jesuits sent him to help found the
all-maleJesuit HighSchool in 1956.
Aself-proclaimed"baseball nut,"
FatherWeber was thefirst coachat
thenew highschool,and alsotaught

"It was necessary that we
climb out ofit,"
he said.
It has leaped
more
than
climbed 20
years later, af-

classes.
"I scrounged up all the equipment forthe games. We hadnoth-

ter two phases
of ambitious
remodel ing

ing," he recalled. "I wanted to
make sure thekids had the opportunity to play. Ijust loved competi-

and expansion.

his dream

to Portland,

where the

tion."
He now affectionatelyrefers to
the Portland school as the "Taj
Mahal" of the four NorthwestJesuit high schools, but it is at
BellarminePrep wherehehasmade
sweepingchanges.
Afterserving as rector-president

ofGonzagaPreparatory School for
six years, then returning to Jesuit
HighSchool, Father Weber finally
landed at BellarminePrep in 1976.
Hefoundhimself on shakyground.
The school was in debt and had
low enrollment numbers, never
having fully recovered from the
economiccollapseof the 1930sright
after it was founded.
The all-maleschool had merged
with two all-female schools in1974
to bring in more money, he said,
doubling the student body in one
day. But it wasn't until Father

Weber arrivedthatBellarmine Prep
pulled out of its slump.

The school
has a .new library, a reconstructed ad-

ministration
and classroom
building, a rebuilt theater, a
courtyard, and
the additionof
two

baseball

fields,twosoft-

hall fields and

six

tennis

courts. And the

Photo Courtesy of Dan Weber, SJ

Father Weberissteppingdown asresident ofBellarmine
PreparatorySchool after 20 years.

endowment fund grew

Althoughheis resigningas presi-

The educationalstandards have

also been raised-98

percent

of

BellarminePrep'sstudentsgoonto
college.
"It's just considered a stepping
stone," Father Weber

said.

"Thisisconsideredoneofthe top

schools around," he added. "We
have a waiting list. We put a limit
of950students toretainthe quality
education wehave."

SeeJesuit onpage 7

In last week's profile on Honorary DegreerecipientsJackand
Maralyn Blume, The Spectator
inisspelledMaralyn'sname. The
apologizes for this er-

FEATURES
Raising awareness in the students' minds
MeghanPedhirney

FeaturesEditor
Americans have come

to learn

thesocialandhealthrisks thatdrugs
and alcohol present,somanyyearn
to informand prevent others from
lettingalcohol and drugs ruin their
lives.

TheSeattle University Wellness
and Awareness Team (SWAT) is a
group of about 10 students who
want toeducate theSU community
about the possiblehealth risks and

safety issues of alcohol and drugs.
"We workon tellingpeople what
are healthy choices when itcomes
to alcoholand drugs," said SWAT
President Ben Carlson. "We also

warn themaboutdrinkinganddriving."
SWAT (formerly known as the
Student ActionTeam) was started
earlier this year by Father Joseph
McGowan. Father McGowan
wanted to gatherstudents together
to educate and ultimately prevent

7

Union Build"It'sreallystrangebecauseI
am a ing every
freshman and I'm not even used to Thursday and
the collegescene yet,"Carlson said. Friday, sitting
"It's an interestingyear right now. at the tables
near
Nextyear willbebetter."
the
SWAT's public relation's man- building's enager, Judy Pizarro, is very positive try with fliers,
other students from becoming ad- about the group's efforts and has ppsters and
dicts.
already reached out to one student. pamphlets.
"The most effective way to get
"Ihaveafriend who quit smoking They attempt
students tochange theirbehavioris after reading a pamphlet," Pizarro to educate
through other students," Father said. "He picked up a pamphlet people by beMcGowan said.
from our table because he didn't ing passive,
According to McGowan, know what was in cigarettes, and letting stuSWAT's efforts andintentionsneed now he doesn't smoke."
dents learn out
Ryan Nishio / Spectator
to be shared with the community,
Pizarrosaidshe feels that chang- of their own
Sara Szalay is a member of the Seattle University
especially because of the group's ing one person's life is enough to interest.
relatively young members. Most keep her going.
Father WellnessandAwareness Team.
arehard workDuring winterquarter,SWAT was McGo wan
able to get about 150 students to said that SWAT's style is to not
SWAT also plans on participatRyan Nishio /
in several activities on campus
ing
"getin
people's
faces."
pledge not todrink and driveduring
Spectator
Szalay said during spring quarter. They plan
springbreak. They
thatthe tables on servingmocktails at Quadstock
also passed out
BenCarlson
white
ribbons
are
great be- and participating in the All-Hall
to
is
the
theyget Barbecue.
awareness
most
cause
raise
president of
to noAs time passes, SWAT grows in
people
during
April,
the Seattle
they
strength.
Theyhope to recruit new
tice
what
was
which
AlcoUniversity
gain a bigger followhol
Awareness
to
and
trying
are
members
Wellness
do, and even- ing on campus.
Month
and
tually it will
"It's not that we
Awareness
lead
to a bigFatherMcGowan is very excited
want
people
don't
Team.
ger influence. about the group's efforts and said
to drink," said
Within the that he is looking forward to
SWAT member
year, SWAT SWAT's growth.
SaraSzalay. "We
just wantpeopleto
plans ontrain"I think they are all wonderful
ing
to work with," Father
people
responsible
be
and
and edualcohol,
cating
drug
when."
itsmembers
on
McGowan
said. "They are very
say
to know when to
SU students can usually find andnicotineabuseso that theycan positive and have been working
veryhard."
SWAT members in the Student easily inform others.

ing freshmen.

The
effective
way toget students
to change their

behavioris through
otherstudents.
father joseph
McGowan
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fGETPUBLISHED!
Creations
CJJheRe Gjßear
CDinds
Congßegare
Submit your poems, short stories and
\
A artwork to be printed in the Spectator's
VV SU Creations section.Send them to the
\\ FeaturesEditor via campus mail or drop
\% at the Spectator office; basement ofthe
\% Student Union Building.

Meghan Pedhirney

FeaturesEditor
Americans have lived vicariously through television characters' lives for years. Now, in the age of the
computer, we can live through the lives of several youngadults on the World Wide Web.
The GenerationXers on"The Spot"(http://www.thespot.com/) representthe computer world's versionof the
"Real World."
"The Spot"is a site onthe 'netthat is fast, easy,colorful andpacked full ofinterestingpictures that willkeep
you coming back to learn more aboutother people's lives.
"The Spot" is a groupof 20-somethings whoall livein a42-year-old,
seven-bedroom home. Each day the members write a journal entry
tailing their dailyevents or profound thoughts.
"It'sa placedesigned tohang out withfriends,interact withstoriesand
t involved withcommon experience we all share," the page claims.
"The Spot" presentsits virtual visitors withhours worthof exploring.
Purchase any international
3U can check out past journalentries, pictures, fan letters, video clips,
ticket between 4/1-6/30/96
soundbites
and advice columns. You can even send the members aneand you are automatically
mail
message.
entered to win.
1railpass will be given away
"The Spot" also offers its visitors cyber playing cards with each
in April, May & June.
individual'spicture and persona! information.
eurailpassvalued at $812

I

"

"
"

(IstClass).

will also draw one name per
month for a free publication of
choice from our selection of lonely

We

Planet, Let's Go& Berkeley Guides.
Youmustbe 18 yearsofage tobe eligible.
Allprizes providedby Council Travel.

[Our services

iNcmpt;|

Jesuit:6Educator steps down
Frompage

Special Budget/Student/Teacher awakes

dent,Father Weber willcontinue
to be a strongpartof Bellarmine

InternationalStudent, Youth,
andTeacher bENmYCards
eurocenter languageprograms
Work &VolunteerAbroadPrograms
Trwei Gear,Gugebooks, &Insurance

Prep's quality education.
"I would like to serve the
school in a pastoral way," he
said, bysaying massesandhosting retreats and days of reflection.

for intehnaikdnaland domestictravel
rauwsses issued on-the-spot!

qd imi7>flw/

On Capitol Hill

219 Broadway Aye. East
The Alley Building, #17
Seattle, WA

98102

329-4567

Outsidethewallsofhis school,

he likes to cheer on the Tacoma
Rainiers baseball team and the
Mariners. He has also hiked
almostevery trailonMt.Rainier.

"I like to hike the high trails
where there are vistas," he said.
Father Weber saidhe is confident about passing the torch to
Peterson whowas officially chosenas thenewpresidenton April
30.
"He is highly qualified,"Father Weber said. AndPeterson
willfindhimself on solid ground
after 20yearsofsolidleadership.
"I have given a lot of life to
this," Father Weber said.

Arts & Entertainment
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Stone Temple Pilots striking

A&E

back big with "Tiny Music"
Are youin Fragments?
This year's SU magazine ofliterary and visual arts, "Fragments,"is
scheduled to beunveiledMay 7, from 4-6p.m. in the KinseyGallery.
The reception will open with a show of visual art and poetry readings
by student and alumni contributorsand willbe ondisplay through May

Enter Our World Celebration
Langston Hughes Cultural Arts Center invites you to participate in
two unique events in one day. "EnterOur World"is scheduled to run

from 1 1 a.m. 3 p.m.and will feature food, classes and programs as
well as an appearance fromtheSeattleRep's "Blues inthe Night" cast
members. Admission is free. "African IndependenceCelebrations"
events include guest speaker Dr. Akin Adeyemi,concert appearances
byO'TunobaDance Theatre, VillageDrum& Masquerade,Anzanga
Marimba Ensemble andLora & Sukutai. More food, music, workshopsand storytelling too. Thisevent runs from6- 1 1 p.m. Admission
is $8 adults,$5 youth and seniors.For more information,call the Arts
Centerat 684-4757.

Photo courtesy of John Elder

Stone Temple Pilots:Robert DeLeo, Scott Weiland. Dean Deleo andEric Kretz.

YVONNETAY

Staffßeporter

reiterated, "there is a lot oflove (in

the band), and we still appreciate
making music together, and that

outweighs all the negative
Stone Temple Pilots arrive with
a big bang in their newest CD,
"Tiny Music ...Songs From The
VaticanGift Shop."
Deckedwith12 new tracks,"Tiny
Music" is a feast for the cars. The
albumconlainslOchoicecuts with
vocals,andtwo tasty instrumental.
With the new release, the Californiaband looks toregainsomeof
the market saturated by the explosion of alternative bands that
emergedduring theirbriefabsence.
Ithas been four years sinceStone
Temple Pilots first gainednational
prominencewiththeirbreakthrough
single,"Sex Type Thing."
Amidst controversy over sexist
lyrical content, theband secured a
legion of fans when their debut
album "Core" was released.
The band established itself as a
potent force tobe reckoned within
the alternativemusic industry with
their 1994 sophomore effort,
"Purple."

While both "Core"and "Purple"
headed in a similarmusical directions, "TinyMusic" is in sharp contrast, with a mellow and mature
approach.
"TinyMusic"peers intothe temperedside of the band.
Gone are most oltheloudcrunchinggrindsof Dean DeLeo' s guitar.
Enter the sorrowful wails of lead

vocalist Scott Weiland.
Just to show that the band still
retains their lighter side, the video
for "BigBangBaby"brings Stone
TemplePilots back into the glamour ol the '80s.
The band members evengoofed
around in a parody of the opening
sequence to "The Brady Bunch."
During Stone Temple Pilots'
short hiatus-, the flamboyant
Weiland was entangled in a legal
battle overdrug use. As Weiland

(inci-

dents)andgives usareason to work
through personal problems."
Personal problems aside, Stone
TemplePilotshave neverceasedto
make beautifulmusic together.
While the talented DeLeo and
brotherDean DeLeo on bass conjure upthe melodies,Weiland only
adds to the beauty with his seeminglyincomprehensiblelyrics.

little gettingused to. Among the 12
tracks, "Big Bang Baby" is the
catchiestsong onthe recording,so
it comes as no surprise that it is the
first single off the Atlantic Records

release.
As an indication of their vast
arrayof musical influences, Stone
Temple Pilots show that rock V
rollis not allthat is in theirblood.
"Lady PictureShow"islaidback
andBeatlesquein a melodic man-

ner.
Weiland serenades as ifexpress-

ing his undying love. DeLeo adds

"...westill
appreciate

making music
together andthat
outweighs the
"
negative...

Scott Weiland

a bluesy feel to "Daisy," teasing
every note of the instrumental on
his guitar.
The band show off their jazzy
sideon"AndSo I
Know"and"Press

Play."
This time Weiland's crooning
takes a backseat,as D.DeLeotakes
centerstage withhis gujtar solos.
Just strip the chorus of "Trippin'
On A HoleInAPaperHead"down
to its guitar riffs, and it is easy to
hear theLed Zeppelinintluence in

the band.
The song is almost identical to

The pensive and quiet EricKretz
is the stabilizingkey in the band.
As the drummer, he channels his
intensity to the skins.
As aloof as he looks, Kretzis so
adept tohis chosen instrumentthat
drummers from other bands have
publiclymarveled at his skill.
The recording is produced by
Brendan O'Brien (Red Hot Chili
Peppers,Soundgarden,Pearl Jam).
O'Brien, whoalso produced the

quartet's

two earlier releases, al-

lowstheband to expand theirhorizons andexperiment with the new.
Thereiscven a touchoftheNorthwest as part of the post production
was done at the renowned Bad
Animalsol Seattle.
Unlike its predecessors, whose
songs werecatchy and lingeredin
the mind, "Tiny Music" takes a

the lattcr's "DancingDays,"ironically recorded by the quartet for
"Encomium: A Tribute To Led

Zeppelin."
"Pop's Love Suicide" starts off
with Kretz's hard-hitting drums,
already being labeled as Stone

Temple Pilots' signature sound.
The same momentum is carried
onwith"BigBang Baby." The two
combine to make a rumbling epic
of the hard-driven Stone Temple
Pilots.
With "Core" and "Purple" selling a combined 11 million copies
so far in the United States alone,
"Tiny Music. . Songs from the
Vatican Gift Shop" will continue
with the trend, probably marking
another milestone in the Stone
Temple Pilots era.

.

Music Search '96is looking for you!
So ya think yagot the right stuff,eh? The drummer's out of rehab,
the guitarist's mom dropped the restraining order and everybody's
been to theclinic?Great!Thenyou areready toenterMusicSearch '96
and shoot for a complete recording package which includes studio
time,5,000 CDs,artwork,radiopromotion and hometownCDrelease
party. Your work willbe judgedby STR Entertainment Inc.and their
panel of A&R heads and public marketing types. Runners-up will
appearon the MusicSearch '96 Single-Sampler CD.The winningCD
will be solicited to music professionals across the country. For more
info call toll-free l(888)8-MUSIC-8 or contact via e-mail:
str@atl.mindspring.com.

Finding the Story
SusanMeyers
Staffßeporter
Have you everimagined publishing your ownbook? The myth of
the Great American Novel is a major theme in our culture,but most
people wouldn't know where to begin.Rita Graver, whoread in the
Campion Ballroom last Thursday as part of the creative writing
department's Writer's Reading Series, certainly didn't.
Graver, who is usually involved in theater, fell into publication
when she met an editor at a social event. When Graver showedher
stories with the intent of them being staged, the editor asked her to
write a children's book from one of them. "Thisis your voice," she
said."You're astory teller.Do this one."And thus begana two-year
process that would eventually fulfill Graver's dream to publish a
children's book.
"It was anincredible learningexperience,"she said. "Every bit of
the journey was aboutme learningthat Icoulddo it.But Ididn't think
Icould do it, and that made it take that much longer."
Thisis alsothe themeof Graver's book, "Vasalisaand Her Magic
Doll" looking to find what's oui there. In the book, a young girl,
Vasalisa,is forced onajourneythrough adark wood to find a light that
will rekindle the hearth at home. Although the story is based on a
—
Russian folk tale, asGraver explained,"thisis a cross-culturalstory
the search for light."
Shecontinuedbyencouragingtheaudience with theirownsearches.
"If you'venever gone within to find out what's inside, it's like going
ona journey...Each oneofyou hassearchedfor somethingprofound."
Graver wasjoinedby fellowchildren'sauthors PeggyKing Anderson "The Fall of the Red Star" and Janice Johnson "Night of the
Raven." Both of these authors agreed with Graver that stories and
inspiration come from within. Moreover,they arc reactions to external influences. "The outward trappings come from the outside,"
Johnson said."The story comes from the inside."
The creative writingdepartment willcontinue putting on readings
next year, both for students and the public. For more information,
contact the Englishdepartment at 296-5420.

Predident Sullivan had been the
big man on

iampu&

far6?/J

But for

Special event
commemorating
President Sullivan
to beheld this
Friday night

how
much

More than 600 people
will pour into the Westin
Hotel this Friday night to
celebrate 20 years of
growth under President
William Sullivan, SJ.
Theevening'sfestivities
begin in the Grand Ballroom of the Westin Hotel
at 6:30 p.m., with cocktails followed by dinner at

longer?
TeriAnderson
ManagingEditor
For the past 20 years, President William Sullivan,SJ, has
brought and kept the university
out of the red, enlarged the
campus andincreased student
enrollment.
Each day brings new challenges that keep him on his

7:30 p.m.
i The program, "A Tribute to Twenty Years of
B Service," will be led
A by master of ceremoA nies John Ellis,chair
of the Board of

toes.

Buthow much longer willhe
keep it up?
No one knows, and Father

Sullivan isn't saying.
"I'm not going to be here
forever. That's a fact," he said
inan interview last week."You
can bet on that one."
Over the past year, Father
Sullivanhas madea number of
comments thathavecausedstudents,faculty andstaff tospeculate as to when he will retire.
At Parents Weekend,Father
Sullivan made acommentduring a speech in which he said
he wouldn't be giving everyone in attendencetheir degrees
as they graduated. In an interview with The' Spectator
shortly after suffering a mild
stroke, he said he would see
how he was feeling towardthe
end of the year before deciding what his futureentailed.
"Obviously, I've done a lot
of thinking this year about the
future," he said in last week's
interview.
He added that he has had

discussions with the Board of
Trustees.
"I'd wouldrather go toosoon
than too late," he said. "The
trick is to find the right time."
When Father Sullivan does
decide to leave, it will be up to

Trustees. The tribute
will touchupon the many
sides of Father Sullivan.
Stephen Sundborg, Provincial,OregonProvince,

Society of Jesus will give
a presentation, focusing
on Sullivan's Jesuit side.
His educator side will be
presented by Judy
Runstad, managing partner for Foster, Pepper and
Shefelman and Ruth
Walsh
Mclntyre will
comment on Father

■Sullivan'spersonal■ 'ty-

Wf
M

■
m

f

William Leßoux,
SJ, will give theinvocation and Ellis
will have remarks

regarding

the
university's renais-

sance.

/hayeallthe confidence that when that time
comes they willbeable to findagoodpresident.

Fortunately, that'snot myresponsibility. That's
theBoardofTrustees'responsibility.
FATHER SULLIVAN

the Board of Trustees to appoint a new president.
AccordingtoFatherSullivan,
the university's bylaws state
thatthe nextpresident willhave
be a Jesuit. It's not the kind of
job that just anyone wants to
step into,hesaid. However,he
has met a number of young
See Fr. Sullivanon page 4

Special Anniversary Pullout
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Father Sullivan: the
man behind the collar

father sSuUivan* 20
#

to oversee academic development.
"SJ,
Sullivanbecomes provost in August. Primary responsibilities: theMatteo

Ricci college and developmentof new graduate programs.

|988
" The revisedmission statementis adopted.
" Father Sullivannames JohnTopel, SJ,presidential assistant for Jesuit

identity as part of anew set of initiatives to preserve the university's
historical and religiousheritage.

1989

1977

" SU acquires the former busbarn site for redevelopment as a soccer field,
and its first satellite classes in Federal Way and Bellevue are commenced.

university's endowment to over $7 million.

■ ogg

1978

" Father Sullivan creates and authorizes the university's first formal mission

statement, emphazing teaching, students' personalgrowth and preparation'

for public service.

.

be like tobe 45 years oldagain and
coming to Seattle University as
the new president.
Father Sullivan would" ye loved
to come to the university in 1976
to find a $ 1 00 mi11ion endowment,
along with a modern campus, he
said.
"Obviously,my career as president would've been very different," he added.
When he was named president,
he was just 45. SU was drowning
in a sea of debt. The university's
annual operating budget was $10
million, as opposed to today's budget of $80 million.
It wouldtake years for the former
debate team coach to change
things. When he did,he didit big.
Over his 20-year term, he increased the university'sbudget 800
percent. The number of students
skyrocketed to nearly 6,000. Faculty salaries increased. New academic programs, such the new
Schoolof Theology,werestarted.
Older ones, such as the English
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Seattle University purchases and remodels the Gene E.Lynn Building to
house the School of Nursing and starts thenations first master's program in
software engineering.

Sometimes President William
Sullivan,SJ, wonders what it would

I'8U

refocuses its athletic program to emphasize intramural sports.

Nursing.

I9/ I

" SU launches the 21st Century Campaign to raise $55 million for capital

established on campus.
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, " Father Sullivan surpasses Father Lemieux's tenure as longest-serving
president.
" SUannounces plans that SU would take over the School of Law from the
University of Puget Sound, fulfilling a long-held dream of offering law
training.

" The university pays off the last of its debt from the 19605.
1983

" Father Sullivan formally launches the university's first comprehensive
capital campaign.

.

1994

Endowments reaches $57million and total enrollment surpasses 6,000.

"
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" The Institute for Theological Studies and SUMORE program is established.
1985
"SU awarded more than 1,000 degrees for the first time in history.
|986

aninternational Peace Climb.
.Hereceives the First Citizen award from the Seattle Board of Realtors,
jhe Bessie Burton Sullivan Skilled Nursing Residence, named for Father
Sullivan's mother, opens.
" U.S. News and World Report rates SUas one of the 10 best regional
universities in the Western United States'
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" Loyola Hall closes for renovationand a new Jesuit residence is

" Father Sullivan informally launches the university's first comprehensive
funds campaign.
"major
Gene Lynn donates $1 million to endow scholarships in the School of
FatherSullivan takes time to pose with some local children duringhis
1991, trip to Nepal. While there, he celebrated Mass at the 20,000-foot
levelonMt. Everest.
Report's top collegelistings.
program, wererevamped
the
time,
campus
At the same
Father Sullivan couldn't be
prouder.
addition
of
grew in size with the
"A lotof people say, 'all Father
the Casey and Lynn buildings.
is interested in is money
buildings,
Sullivan
includingGarrand
Older
buildings,'"
he said."The fact
with
and
Pigott,
were
modernized
and
costly additions and remodeling is, I'm interested in neither."
He sees both of those things as
jobs.
Eventually, SU earned a reputa- means to improve SU. He deeply
tion as a strong, academic institu- cares for the universityand always
tion. For all of the hard work, the will,he said.
Ifhe had to choosebetween beuniversity was rewarded bybeing
ing
a bank president orSU's presinamedin the U.S.NewsandWorld

"

" Seafirst Bank donates $200,000 for minority student aid.
" Father Sullivan reaches Mt. Everest's Bamp 111, at 21,300 feet above sea

development and endowment.

" Seattle University endsits participation in the NCAA Division Iand
■ 00

li

are dedicated.

" Under Sullivan's guidance, the university registers its first operatingsurplus
"inHedecades.
also starts SU's first deferred giving program and expands the

TeriAnderson

c

" Thenew core curriculum takes effect and the Barman and Casey Buildings
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ManagingEditor

at
1987

1975

" Sullivaninvited by Seattle University President-designate Edmund Ryan,

" Father Sullivan named acting president in February.
" Becomes president on May 3.

FatherSullivan as a young boy

Special Ani

" University breaks ground for the new Barman and Casey Buildings.
" Father Sullivan accepts chairmanship of the Seattle Organizing Committee

" Renovation and expansion of the William Pigott Building is finished.

,patner Sullivan suffers a slight stroke.

.
"
"

1996

Tne 2 \ st Century Campaign concludes, having raised $66.8 million.
returns to work on January 2.
Father
" TrusteesSullivan
approves thenew School of Theology and gives the university
approval to join the NCIC, a newly-formed NCAADivision111 sports
conference

for the 1990 Goodwill Games.

dent,he stillwould've chosen SU,

Father Sullivan consecrates the host during last year'sMass of the Holy Spirit.

he added
"I honestly can't imagine any
wayofspending theselast20 years
that wouldbring more satisfaction
or joy to my life," he said.
Before taking the president's
position. Father Sullivan was the
dean of divinity at St. Louis University.InDecember 1974, theuniversityclosedtheschool. While he
was invited to stay on the
university's faculty, Father
Sullivan decided to explore his
optionselsewhere.
In April 1975, Father Sullivan
paid a visit to SU and was impressed by the campus. Then, in
June 1975, hereturned to the campus and was appointed provost in
August.
As provost, Father Sullivan's
first jobwas to prepare the first fall
enrollment of Matteo Ricci students at Seattle Prep.
While he did that, thenPresident
Edmund Ryan, SJ, started having
healthproblems.InFebruary,Ryan
resignedfrom the position, just 10

Photos courtesy of
UniversityRelations

andSpectator File.
Below:FatherSullivan speaksat the centennial event in 1991.
Right: Father Sullivan gets ready to push the buttons of the
annual tree lighting ceremony in 1985.
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20 years at Su
1

" The new core curriculum takes effect and the Barman and Casey Buildings
are dedicated.

" The revisedmission statement is adopted.

" Father Sullivan names JohnTopel, SJ, presidential assistant for Jesuit

identityas part of anew set of initiatives to preserve the university's
historical and religiousheritage.

" SU acquires the former bus barn site for redevelopment as a soccer field,
and its first satellite classes in Federal Way andBellevue are commenced.

" Seafirst Bank donates $200,000 for minority student aid.
" Father Sullivan reaches Mt. Everest's Bamp 111, at21,300 feet above sea

* level as part of anInternational Peace Climb.

the First Citizen award from the Seattle Board of Realtors.
""Hereceives
The Bessie Burton Sullivan Skilled Nursing Residence, named for Father
mother, opens.
Sullivan's
" U.S. News
and World Report rates SU as one of the 10 best regional

Above: Father Sullivan shakes hands with
Deng Xiaopingduring his visit toSeattle in
the early '80s. Left: Father Sullivan
presents the increasing enrollment during
the late '70s and early '80s. One of his
biggest goals was to increase enrollment
numbers.Below:Father Sullivan presents
former First Lady Barbara Bush with a
GoodwillGamesplaque. He servedon the
organizingcommittee for the 1990 games

universities in the Western United States.

" SU launches the 21st Century Campaign to raise $55 million for capital
development and endowment.

" Loyola Hall closes for renovation and anew Jesuit residence is
established on campus.

heldin Seattle.
»

" Father Sullivan surpasses Father Lemieux's tenure as longest-serving
"president.
SUannounces plans that SU would take over the School of Law from the
University of Puget Sound, fulfilling a long-held dream of offering law
training.

" Endowments reaches $57million and total enrollment surpasses 6,000.
" Renovation and expansion of the William Pigott Building is finished.
" Father Sullivan suffers a slight stroke.
million.
21st Century Campaign concludes, having raised
""The
returns to workon January 2.
Father
Sullivan
" " Trustees approvesthe new School of Theology and gives the university
$66.8

approval to join the NCIC, a newly-formed NCAA Division 111 sports
conference.

tesyof
'lutions
jrFile.

nnialeventin 1991.
ithe billions of the

months alterhe look office.

came criticismfrom the university

FatherSullivan took overas the
acting president. He was
named SU president on May
3, 1976.
The thing that Father
Sullivan has most enjoyedas
president is watching the uni-

community

■

■

versitygroweducationally.He

ther Sullivan said,adding that one
of the toughest parts was making
decisions that had todo with
personnel cutbacks.

"lactuallyhaye friends.

Thereare people that
,actually like me andenjoy

attributesthat toan increase in
financial aid,improvementsin
university facilities andhigher
faculty salaries.
At the same time, he drew
on the help of people like
former VicePresident Virginia
Parks to help him accomplish his
goals.
"She was wonderful," he said.
Theroad to success wasn'teasy
Every day presented a new challenge,he added.
Along with the new challenges

_
.

me.
FatherSullivan
When he became president,
Sullivan inheriteda large debt.He
faced criticism when he cut 10
percent of the university's then
$10 million budget to make ends
meet.

The task was very difficult ,Fa-

In the 1980s, Father
Sullivan once again was hit
with firebombs of criticism.
In (980, he was criticized
when the university's intercollegiate athletic program
pulled out of NCAA DivisionIcompetitionand joined
In 1982, he was criticized
again for hisdecision to kick

off as2omillioncapitalcampaign to build new structures and
renovate older ones.

Peoplequestioned why a small
university like SU would want to

See Growthonpage 4
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Growth: SU is much
Fr. Sullivan: Will he beback next year?
page 1
more than just buildings
From

Frompage 1
raise so much money, he said. In
the end, things worked out for
Sullivan and the university ended
up raising $3 million more than
expected.
He again drew criticism for a
decision to put $500,000 toward
building of the Quad in the late
'80s.
Morerecently,he wascriticized
for the trustees' decision to

reaffiliate the sports program with
the NCAA. Only this time, the

program would join Division 111
insteadof Division I.
Criticism is a part of the job,he
said. He thinks most of the criti-

cism stems from people's resistance to change. He sees himself

tolerant of change.

the tough times
"I actually have friends," he
laughed. "There are people that
actually like me and enjoyme."
Sullivan was born inDecember
1930 to Arlie andBessie Sullivan
(nee Burton). He was the second
child of three, following Loren,
who was born a year earlier.

In November 1934, his father

diedafter doctors were unable to
control a blood infection. In the
Spring of 1935, Bessieleft Illinois

and moved to Prairie dv Chien,
Wis.withher twoboys anddaughter Kathleen, who was born in
December1934.

Bessiechose the townbecause it
had a Catholic high school for girls
and a Jesuit boarding school for

boys. BessieBurton Sullivan had

"Iam ableto handle agoodbitof goals anddreamsforherthreechilcriticism," he said."It's not that I dren.
like it, Ihave to deal with it."

Support from family, friendsand
trustees membersmade it easier
for Father Sullivan to get through

All of them realized their
mother's dream andproved superior inschool. Father Sullivanex-"
celled in high school sports and

Jesuits around the United States
that he thinks would do anexcellent job as SU's president.
"Ihaveallconfidence that when
thattime conies they willbeable to
find a good president," he said.
"Fortunately, that's not my
responsiblity. That's theBoardof
Trustees' responsibility."
Whenanew president iseventually chosen, Father Sullivanplans
to make himself available to the
Board of the Trustees and president to offer advice and help.
"I hope when Istep outof this
particular office,Iwill be able to
continue beingassociated with the
university," hesaid.
The alumni chaplain position,
which has been vacant since JosephMaguire,SJ,passedawaylast
year,isarolethat hewouldn'tmind
takingon.Inthatposition,hewould
be able to stay close to uV Jesuit
missionandcontinue workingwith
themanystudentshehascomeinto
contact withover the years
"I'd like to do work here," he Father Sullivan greets students the dayafter returning to campusfrom
said."Certainly,SUisthe great joy the hospitalafter hesuffered a minor stroke last October.
of my life."

FatherSullivan tests his skills as a heavy machine operator as he demolishesMarionHall in 1988.

forensics. He lead his Campion
School classmates to a state debat-

you haveto be awareofitsfounda-

ing championship and served as
valedictorian.

Hedescribedhimselfas arealist
with a bitof idealism.

In August 1948 he entered the
SocietyofJesus at Florissant,Mo.
He went on toSt. Louis University
to graduate with a degree in philosophy and thenmovedtoOmaha,
Neb. There, he was assigned to
CreightonPrep to teach Latin and
Greek during the day and coach
debate at night. He also earned a
master's degree in philosophy in

Toget breaksfromthe realityof
running SU,FatherSullivan spends
his free time sailing,walkingand
reading. He also travels. He has
been to France, China and Nepal.
In recent years, Father Sullivan
triedslowingdown fromthe quick
pace of the university.In October
of last year, he suffered a mild
stroke and wasout ofthe office for

1957.
He went on to earn further degrees and honors in the Jesuit or-

a couple of months.
However, he isn't saying when
heplans on leavinghis jobas president. He still enjoys the day-to-

der.
Keeping his eye on his goals
helpedhim move toward the future, he said.
"If you aregoingtobuiId atower,

him, he said.
"SUis not a bad jobright now,"
he said. "It's a hell of a lot better
job than it was 20 years ago."

tions," he said.

day challenges that his job brings

What others say about Father Sullivan's legacy

"I'm not sure Father would agree
with this but Ithink he's grown in
terms of patience. In recent years,
more an emphasis on the Catholic
identity of the place (SU) has
become a forefront to him."

- John Topel,SJ,professor of

Theologyand a trustees
member.

"As an alum from 1967, 1have

marveled at the impact he has had
on the campus. I'm thrilled because
Ithink my degree is worth more
now than it was then because of
SU's strong reputation."

- Len Beil,executiveassistant to
the president.

"If you were to make a promotional "It's not the last 20 years that is
video of the past 20 years, it
the accomplishment. It's what he
things
hard
to
has
done for the university. In an
say
good
wouldn't be
about Father Sullivan. He has taken awful lot of ways, it's an entirely
this university to new heights."
better university."

- Troy Mathern,1996-97 ASSU

- John Eshelman,university

president-elect.

provost.
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Seattle Opera debuts"Andrea Chenier
Susan Meyers
Staffßeporter
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"I suffer, yet Ilive!"
Andrea's poetic cry echoed
through the halls of the Seattle
OperaHouse in "Andrea Chenier,"
which openedSaturday, April 27.
"Ours is a union of souls. Our
deathis the triumph of love," sang
Andrea (Ben Heppner) and
Maddalena of Coigny (Dianna
Soviero) in the triumphant finale
Despitethesentimentallyrics and
cliched motif, this wasa strikingly
movingperformance,rich with the
emotionalforce of bothopera and

'
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poetry.

"Andrea Chenier," which runs

through May 11, is composer
UmbertoGiordano'sextraordinary
rctellingofthelife and executionof
French poet Chenier during

France's Reign of Terror.
A love triangleplays itself out in
the foreground while war and pain
tlickerin andout ofthebackground
until finally the two meet in death:
the climactic execution of the
Chenier and his lover Maddalena.
The themes in this opera aresurprising and complex. While one

might expecta straightforward biography, the audience is instead
bombarded with an intricate network of ironies centering around
the loveand death motifs.
"Do not mock love, younglady,"
Chenier warns Maddalena in an
introductory poem during the first
act. "Love is the beautyand life of

the world."
From this point onward the two
themes resurface again and again,
always reachingback to theidealof
love as the "beauty and life of the

world."
Ironically, however, it is love
that brings about both of their
deaths. WhenChenier is caughtby
French revolutionaries,Maddalena
paysherway intoprison todie with

Perhaps
it's best if you
don't take
all your
educational
materials home
for summer
break.
They're breakable,i

!They're bulky. They'rei
!potentially incriminat-1
!ing. Right?
So let us hang on to i
iyour stuff this summer i
land we'll give you 4i
i months of storage for the i
!price of 3. Thank you.i

!Class dismissed.

ffIksHIAGARD
m^P
STORAGE CENTERS

I

CapitolHill
1815 12th Avenue
322-5835

I

Photo courtesy of Jeffree Luke
"

Andrea Chenier(Ben Heppner)and Maddalena(Diana Soviero) in a touchingscenefrom "Andrea Chenier.
him. Further, it was due to
MaddalenaherselfthatChenier was
falsely charged and sentenced to
death.
A revolutionarygeneral, Carlo
Gerard,is likewisein love withher
and hopes to win her by exterminatingChenier.
Despite allof this darkness, violence and deceit, this is an opera
about hope and life. Here is the
second major irony: Love has
caused death but love is also the
only link to life.
Just as Chenier declared in his
opening poem, so the tortured
Maddalenalaterrealizes this truth.
"It was inmy sorrow thatlovecame
to me," she sings, beggingGerard
forChenier'slife. "lamLove! lam
Love! You must goon living.Iam
Life."
And so their deaths truly are a
"triumph of love." They die together, whispering to each other:

"The last murmur on my lips will also characterized this production.
The musicians were flawless, led
be heard by Love."
To a casual reader, such themes byconductorStevenMercurio, who
may seem overlysentimental. And is inaking his debut at Seattle Opindeed,in a sense, they are.
era.
In this show, as is the intentofall
The sublimnity of Giordano's
however,
intense,
and the
music,
opera, a connection is fixed beperformers
tween each of its elements.
authentic passionofthe
Everyperformer ordesigner feels
beperformance
pushed
has
this
yond sentimentality into a very the frighteningly rich, strained pasmoving,meaningful interpretation sionofGiordano's music; buteach
of bothhistory and life.
stands back to let the two lovers,
It is difficult to determine who Chenier and Maddalena,carry that
"stole the show."Eachofthe three passion on their voices alone.
This extraordinary production,
leads wereexcellent actors as well
very likely the best this season,
as vocalists.
May 3,4, 8, and 11
plays
Canadian tenorHeppner,thestar
Tickets range from $28 to $95
ofthe show, lived up tohis reputa(Carlo
and student rush tickets arc availtion.Bui Richard Paul Fink
Gerard) and Soviero were also able for every performance at the
both tremendous.Each oftheseper- box office 20 minutes before the
formers stopped the show in their 7:30 curtain.
Or call the Opera House at 389respective love-themed solos.
-7676 orTickctmasterat 292-ARTS
Immense, beautifully realistic
sets and chilling, creative lighting topurchaseyour tickets inadvance.

.

Let go of fear and enrich college days
you admire tries to define someDONALD IWVBBOTT
Arts andEntertainmentEditor thing for you...

Support the arts.

Whatis this supposed tomean?
Is there a better way to say this?
Ithink so.
How about a new slogan, like:
"Let go. And let the arts support
you."
If it isn't "cool" or "fresh" to
attend SU productions, such as
choir concerts,plays orart exhibitions, then it's time to redefine
these terms.

Let'scall it fear.
Ape men used to kill things if
they didn't understand them.
Now,if your crowddoesn't understand aparticular form of human expression it is labeled as
something that"sucks" andundeserving of your attention.
Wake up.
The things we defineourselves
with today will be gone tomorrow.

If you are only here to get a

piece of paper, fine.
Get out of the way.
If for just an instant, someone

Fight.
If you are faced withsomething
that sparkseven aglimmerof interest for you, that goes against all
you've everknown, fight for your
right to exploreit.
Don't be afraid to be wrong,
uncool or stale. (Is this the opposite
offresh? Ineverknowthesethings.)
You run the risk missing something that may change your life or
(God forbid) your major.
There are more live entertainment tickets sold per capita inSeattle than anywhere on Earth.
Think about that.
Nomatter where you are fromor
withwhomyoucurrentlyhang, you
will neverforgive yourselfin years
tocome for not takingadvantage of
the diversity of this city and the
condensed talent right here on the
SU campus.
Enrich your life.
This spring quarter has been an
opportunity to do just that.
Last night, forexample, was the
closing of The SU Drama
Depatment's production of Tony-

award-winningplaywright David
Henry Hwang's "The Dance and

TheRailroad."
There was a sandwich boardin
front of the fine arts building,announcements and a previewin The
Spectator.
It was one of, if not the best
production of its kind in town, on

TheChamber Singers havebeen
asked to repeatperformances and
"minitours"offcampusonceagain
this year.
This isn'taboutmoney.

Aw,c'mon!lt'sallaboutmoney

anymore.Isn'tit?

No.

As a matter of fact itisn't.
growth.
It'sabout
any stage.
this
term
is too vague foryou,
If
exhausting
hour
Theplay wasan
ofphysical, emotional and enlight- use your imagination.
You're sitting in front of the
ening work, involvingcast, crew
desk
of a potential employer. Afand audience.Did you seeit?
the
preliminaries, it is apparent
ter
cool
It wasboth
and fresh.
SU art professor Michael that all you gotout ofcollege was
abadBeavis impression, a group
Holloman, displayed his work in
of
friends that don't return your
Gallery
quarter,
this
too.
theKinsey
Holloman is an awesome talent calls and an enormous tuitionbill
andeanexhibithis work anywhere. for you (or your parents) to pay.
Four years laterand yousti11say
Andhe has.
Furthermore, what you can learn "dude," know less aboutyourself
from a five minute conversation
with the approachable Holloman
about his journeyas an artist is an
inspiration.
Dr.Joy Shermanhasbrought the
music program of SU up from the
dust of just five yearsago to make
important campus occassions ring

with quality voices.

than when you started and think

life means contributing toa 40 LX
planat the firstcompanythat gives
you a job.

You want the big money and
leisuretime.
Earn it.
Let the arts support you and
enrich you.
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Editorial
No winners in
ASSU election
There are no winners in this year's ASSU Executive
Elections.

Not even Troy Mathern, next year's ASSU president-elect.
Last night, ASSU shut down democracy when eight
members, includingMathern, voted againstNeena Dutta's
request for a new election.
Dutta, who lost the presidential race to Mathern by just
live votes, was concerned over how this year's ASSU elections
werehandled.

Shehad every reason to be.
Prior to the final election, ASSU publicizedthat the voting
table inColumbia Street Cafe would be open. However, when
the final electionsrolled around, it wasn't.
Why?
Because the clubmembers who weresupposed to staff the
table did not show up. Still,the voting table shouldhave been
opened; it can't be that difficult to round up a volunteer or two
to continue with the proceedings.
ASSU might argue that the four other tables open for two
days wereenough to allow students plenty of options. The
ASSU constitution states that only three pollingplaces have to
be open for one day.
Those are just easy excuses,and any excuse,let alone an
easy one,cannot repair the breach ofethics thathas occurred.
The Columbia Street Cafe is an areaknown for its high
student-traffic levels. For students livingin the dorms, the cafe
is a convenient location. They can eat and vote without leaving
the comforts of home. One could argue that a significant
numberof votes were lost because the voting table was closed.
Indeed, the final electionsaw roughly 200 fewer voters than the
primary, during whichthe Columbia Street Cafe polling place
was open.
ASSU might argue that those 200 votes wouldhavemade
littledifference to the finalelection'soutcome.
Again,an easy excuse.
Outcome regardless, the fact that votes were lost is reason
enough tocast the election's integrity intodoubt.
As representativesof the SU student body,you would
think thatmembersof the ASSU.council wouldbe determined
to uphold a high standardof morality and ethical judgment.
Then why deny Dutta an opportunity for a new election?
If the lost votes are insignificant, then what does Troy Mathern
have to fear?
The ASSU council shouldholda new election, not for
Malhern nor for Dutta. It does not matter if either wins.
Fairness shouldbe the winner, by more than a landslide.

Money is the root of all evil
"And he causeth all, bothsmall
and great, rich and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark in their
right hand, or in their foreheads.
"And that no man might buy or
sell, savehe that had the mark, or
the name of the beast, or the number of his name.
"Here is wisdom. Let him that
hathunderstanding count thenumberofthebeast: for itis thenumber
of a man; and his number is six
hundred threescoreandsix"^ (Revelation 13:16-18).
"Now the weight of gold that
came to Solomon in one year was
sixhundred threescoreand six talents of gold...And the LORD was
angry with Solomon, because his
ear was turned from the LORD
Godof Israel, which had appeared

The
Bomb
Jason Comm
washing.

Humans no longercultivate,kill,
prepare or even cook their own
food anymore. The free market of
McDonald's,PizzaHut,Skipper's,
Jack in the Box and Denny's does
that for them.
These days, time is money.
For sex,you buy pornography if
you are a loser; orgo toa "singles"
bar to buy alcohol, get drunk and
flirt with womenifyou are a good-

"Andhad commanded him,concerninghis thing,thathe should not

looking "winner."
For entertainment, the International Bankers give you bread and
circuses. This includes sports like
football,basketball andbaseballfor

go afterothergods: buthe kept not

the lower class males, soapoperas

unto him twice.

anddaytime talkshowsforthelower
class females,withC-SPAN,CNN
(I Kings 10: 14 and 11:9-10).
When all is said and done, it and CNBC for the educated and
comes down to money. It has al- money-mongeringclasses.
New myths andsuperstitions such
ways been that way and will continue indefinitely until mankind as UFOs, government cover-ups,
takes thehint— moneyis therootof New Age self-help and mysticism
all evil.
areincreasing theirmarketshareof
A Yiddishparody writtenat the human spirituality.
turn of the 19th century mocks the
It's a pity because Judeo-ChrisNew World Orderof America as tianinstitutions used tobe far more
the land of ama reka (hollow concerned with feeding the poor,
people,)" the trefene medine shaming the sinful and using the
(unkoshercountry). Itbegins: "The money they collected tobuild hosNew World standson three things: pitals, schools, orphanages and
money and money and again "homeless" shelters.
Nowadays,New Agegroupssuch
money.Allthepeopleofthiscounas Scientology, Alcoholics Anonytry worship the golden calf."
that whichtheLORDcommanded"

The SpectatorEditorialBoardconsists of Bill Christianson,Teri
Anderson,Khoa Nguyen,Anthony Brouner and Marie Hirsch.
Signed commentaries and cartoonsreflect the opinions of the
authors and not necessarily those of the Spectator, that of
Seattle University or its student body.
The Spectator welcomesletters to the editor. Lettersshould be
no more than 300 wordsin length and must include signatures,
addresses and telephonenumbersfor verification duringdaytime
hours. The deadline for letters is Wednesday at 3 p.m. All
letters are subject to editing, and become property of the
Spectator. Send letters via campus mailor postal service to:
The Spectator,Seattle University, 900 Broadway,Seattle, WA
98122, or send e-mail to Khoa Nguyen at kwa@seattleu.edu.
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The freemarket ofthe 1990s has,

in effect, atomized humans intoindividualized consumer units.
Trends, fads, new TV shows and
movies are all instruments of Big
Business used to herd the Americanpeople (cattle)intoidentifiable
marketniches.
Costco fortheuppermiddleclass,
Cosmopolitanfor the single,sexually promiscuous woman, Kmart
and the QVC shoppingnetworkfor
the petty bourgeoisie are just a few
examples of this stratified brain-

convictedand crucified onthecross.
In modern times, KarlMarx at-

tempted to rid the entire worldof
the money changers. He failed
becausehe had forgottenGod.The
statecan never get ridof the International Bankers.
In fact, right now, as you read
this, a group called freemasonry
rulesthe entireworld. The statehas
already been taken over by the
money-changers. This is not paranoia,it is reality. Amasonic temple
residesinalmostevery single town
in America.
It is also a historical fact thatall
founding fathers weremasons. In
recent times, J. Edgar Hoover and
Walt Disney were 33rd degree
masons. Freemasonryinthiscountry was founded by a Confederate
Army general named Albert Pike.
He was also the founder of the
KuKluxKlan. Inhis addressto the
Supreme World Councils in 1889
he stated, "Lucifer, God of Light
and God of good is struggling for
humanity."
In the Old Testament, the false

god of money was called Mammon. If you truly want to understandreality,Isuggest you start by
studying the back of a one dollar

bill.
Lucifer sits at InGod We Trust's
left (sinister) hand, while Y'shua

at all. Theydomake a lotofmoney.

sits at his right (righteous) hand.
With my left handIput the money
inmy pocket. With my right hand
Igive it to charity.
"Yesthere are two pathsyou can
go by, but in the long run; there's
still no time to change the road
you'reon" ("Stairwayto Heaven,"
Led Zeppelin).
Man cannot worship both God

As Sammy Hagar sings, "Money

and Mammon. He cannot buy his

talks, suckers walk."

stairway to heaven. Remember
money isn't everything. We cannot live on breadalone.

mous,Indian-borngurus andchar-

latans neverdo anycharitable works

Many centuries ago, when the
pagan Roman Empire ruled over
Jerusalem with an iron fist, a
middle-class Jewish carpenter
named Y'shua attempted to throw
out the money-changers from the

temple of God.
It ended up costing him his life.
Based on false accusations, he was

—

Jason Corning is afirst year law
student at the Seattle University
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Getting a little testy over the environment
Last Sunday morningIsat down
of saccharide(o my ritual bowl
cereal,
picked up
laced breakfast
to
up
some very
thepaper and woke
study
A
20-year
invigoratingnews.
by
a
team of scientists
conducted

fromthe Universityof Washington
foundnodecreasein the totalsperm
count or any rise in the proportion
of abnormal sperm in the semen of
a lest group of 500 Seattle area

DJL
Chirm
Spectator Colwnis;r

results reported by other scientific
circles around the globe which indicatea world- wide dropin fertility
levels. As a 20-year-old lifelong
can now-proresident of Seattle, I
claim that I was raised in a very

why you out-of-towners should
move to Seattle, if you haven't set
up permanent shop here already.
Things aren't as rosy in other
parts of the world, however. A
studypublishedlast yearin theNew
England Journal of Medicine reported a significant decline in the
numberof fertileParisianmenbased
on a similar 20-year analysis. Coincidentally,yetanotherstudy from

sperm-friendly environment.How

the French health ministry

much moreecologicallycorrectcan
ihis city get? Yet another reason

that the French take three to four
times as many tranquilizers,anti-

men.

These findings are contrary to

states
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Do you think the SU campus
is safe?
"Yes, Ithink the SU campus is

safe. People tend to watch out
l( one anolner Jusl use y° ur
common sense and you're all

a
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Sarah Reimer
Sophomore/Mathematics

.

SJKI

Kristin Jancoski
Freshman/Drama

Salvation, stadium style
You've heard of Promise
Keepers.It'sthatChristian thing
where guys who really worship
athletes but figure that maybe
theyought to take seriously their
roles as fathers and husbands
Spectator Columnist
get together to praise the Lord
strictly
in
a
hug
one another
and
(wink) hetero way.
The PK show blew into town a a few kisses there
few days back. Youcouldn't have
But God doesn't do stadiums,
missed it, what with all the news and she doesn't charge 60 bucks a
coverage it garnered. Something pop
God isn't a whore, see, and she
like 56,000 guysdropped60 bucks
a pop to attend the weekend-long has no desire to do a couple of
millionguys looking for salvation
event. The extravaganzafilled the
Kingdomeforthe secondyear run- on the cheap. "It's not that she
ning.

Anihony

The Se-
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■'Yeah,Iguess Ifeel pretty sale.

There's pretty good security
around here."
Theresa Pimentel

[^'
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Freshman/Environmental

Engineering

"I think it's safe, although there
should be some security
measures steppedup."
Ben Babcock

Sophomore/General Science

—

Brouner

"Not at 1:00 in the morning, all
by myself."

plenty" mentality may be the reason why the damagetoourecosystems has reached the extent that it
has to date. It's amazingthat with
all the other truly scary scientific
evidence available tous now,
' there
arestill those whohaven t wisedup
to the fact that the dangersofpollutionare very real and not someplot
concocted by those nutty liberals.
Yes,environmentalism: it's not
ones,
just
for Birkenstock-wearing,treebeen anywherenear Los Angeles, species, but only the weak
Dennis Hopper wannabes
hugging
oxygen supply,
where anyone cantell you thatpol- and as for our
'
anymore!
lutionisabout as subtleas...well, as well..oxygen s overratedanyway.
We maysoon livein anera where
a giant hazy brown cloud hanging
But mention a drop in fertility
people, namely guys most
talking
about
a
more
red
over the city. But that'sL.A. Ev- levels and we're
whom
5,
atof
controlthe majority ofthe
alert,
DEFCON "Godzilla's
eryone else in the rest of the world
economic pwer in the
political
the
ofemergency
and
standards,
type
tacking
city"
enforcesemissions
right?
—
blood,
finally pay attention
a
world
Forget
seas
this
is
will
Paris,
of
Theyhavemufflers in
don' t here.
issues and have
to
environmental
proporsign
truly
know
is
apocalyptic
really
wantto
of
they? WhatI
to
.guts
the..
.urn..
do something
or
if weneed any further incentives
tions!
getting
I'm
a
about
them.
tougher
stories
i
norder
to
I'll
admit
that
bit
get
horror
Nowif scientists wouldonlyfind
on environmental regulation. facetious and pandering to a very
Perhaps crude stereotype of men. Even if conclusive data that showed a
Maybe we do.
male sterilityis easy joke fodder,it worldwide acceleration of male
"Spermgate" will be theanswer.
Nevermind thefact that there's a isultimatelyan issue that shouldbe pattern baldness, we'd reallybe in
hole in the ozone layerlarger than dealt withinall seriousness. All in business. Maybe in a few years,
Bryant Gumbel's ego, or that good time, however, since your we'II seeinfomercials spouting the
rainforests in South America are average strapping buck generates message, "Remember,I'mnotonly
beingdepletedat therateofseveral about 160 million "little friends." thepresident ofthe SierraClub,but
I'm also a client."
football fields a minute.Noticethe Every day.
going
Who's
to
miss
a
few
milfootballanalogy? Makes the threat
D.H. Chirm is a sophomore
lionnow and then?
seemmore terrifying, doesn't it?
ye got
premajor.
of"we'
Actually,
thatkind
flaponly
Thiscurrent
illustrates
depressantsand sedativesthanresi- that if you really want to get the
dents of any other Europeancoun- attention of men who are still in
try, or even the U.S. Jerry Lewis denial about the threat of environmental destruction, it's best to, if
marathons willdo that to you.
According toa localpaper, "sci- you'll pardon the expression, go
entists contend that thedrop in av- for the gonads.
No ozone? We've got 75 SPF
erage spermcount indicates widespread but subtle environmental sunscreen. Global wanning? Great!
poisoning." Blame it on Ronald The sooner we can start mowing
McDonald.
the lawnevery year. Rainforests?
Isee that these scientists haven't Sure we're wiping out entire plant
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attic stop
was but one
of 22Promise Keepers

gatherings
scheduled
play
to
largesports

about inclusion and equality.
That's ared herring. In the PK
scheme of things, those to be
included and treated as truly
equal are, to a person, male. In
this regard, they arc as backward and misogynistic as any
Pope.

God doesn't fault a man tor
hoping and praying to be able to
tend to his family'sfinancialneeds
and to come home sober at least a
couple ofnights a week.She knows
that can
' be a struggle. But she
doesn t knowwhatplanet thePromise Keepers think they are living
ing-class

■

bunch, they

CGod isn't a whore,see, andshe has no desire
to do a couple of million guys looking for
salvation on the cheap. It's not that she
doesn'tlove the Promise Keepers, she just
wishes they would get a clue.

venues
across the
United
States this year.

Now, Iknow God. She stands
about five footnine andhasreddish
hairandeyesthatchangecolor with
the light (well,the lightandwhichever pair of tinted contact lenses
she happens to be wearing). She
has a smile tomake an orthodontist
consider early retirementand legs
that reach clear up to heaven.
Motheringan entirerace is tough
ona girl,butGodbears it well. She
isn't at allself-conscious aboutthe
stretch marks under her belly button. Indeed,she likes it whena true

believer stopslongenough toplant

ought

to

know that

these days
it takes two

hold" stuff
just doesn't

doesn't love thePromise Keepers,
she just wishes they would get a
clue. Stadiums full ofguys in flannelshirts and baseball caps shouting "We loveJesus, yes we do; we
love Jesus, how'boutyou?" causes
her toscratch her headand wonder
where she went wrong.
They're lost souls, but she re-

cut it anymore
No matter what he may pro-

fuses to help them find their way
until they get off that silly genderidentity thingoftheirs. Atbase, the
Promise Keepers are about restoring men to their once-proud place
as providers and heads of households. Forget allthe nebulous talk

should.
But then, the Promise Keepers
still believe that God is a guy.

claim, a Promise Keeper doesn't
really want a personal relationship
withGod. He isn't man enough to
handleher,because,unlike thelittle
lady at home,Goddoesn'tdefer to
any man. And she still doesn't
understand why anyman thinksshe

AnthonyBrouner is a copy editor
and a senior majoring in
journalism.
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SPORTS:
Problem solved?
JAMES

Collins
Sports Editor

It'sbecome survivaloftheleast
unlit.
With the Seattle SuperSonics
and theSacramento Xingsheaded
foraGameFourcollision tonight,
the outcomeofthis contest won't
be determined by which team
wants to win the most. Instead.it

will boil down to which squad
tried its damnedest to give the
gameaway,but ultimatelyfailed.
That's whatthisplayoff misery
has brought to fans. Two teams
incapable of grasping the true
essence of victory: one because
of youth and inexperience, the
other because of a lack of
discipline anddirectionfromthe
top.

Thisseries inno wayrepresents
a pair of worthy adversaries
girding themselves for a brutal
and glorious campaign in quest
ofaNBA championship. Rather,
it resembles two patients in a
dentist's waiting room arguing
half-heartedly over who gets to
have their root canal done first.
The Kings are the worst 39-43
team in the history of the NBA,
withoutquestion. Over Ihe final
five minutes of Game Three on
Tuesday, Sacramento appeared
incapable of doinganythingright.

critical three-pointers to start
Seattle's rally, and Hawkins hit
one to put the Sonics up by six
with 1:04 to play. Without that
trio, Seattle was doomed. The
acclaim andAll-Star performances
and awards heaped upon Gary
Payton,Shawn Kemp andGeorge
Karl didn't count for anything on
Tuesday.
Therein lies the problem with
this team. Paytonspends too much
time and energy talking trash and
trying to humiliate opposing
guards,not enoughonrunning the
offense. Kemp is a scintillating
athletic presence who has been
unfairly hung with the label of
franchise player, arole his skills
simply cannot fill.
And Karl has taken his "boygenius" tag way too seriously,
seemingly content to let his
reputationdoall thework.Insteac
of developing game plans and
tinkering withlineupslikeheused
to (remember Seattle's thrilling
run to Game Seven of the 1993
West Finals ?), now he just rolls
1

the ball out and lets his stars play
theirway. That wouldwork if he

had Michael Jordan, Magic
Johnsonor Larry Birdon his team.

So tonight, the Sonics have a

goldenopportunity to finishofthe
Kings in four games, though this
series hasbeen completelydevoid
of the precision and efficiency
usually associatedwith a top seed
knocking off an eighth seed.
Dribbling, passing, shooting, Seattle can advance to face the
standinguprightand runningin a winner of the Rockets-Lakers
straight line were all major series, perhaps finally exorcising
obstacles in their road tosuccess. the ghosts of 1994 and 1995.
Holding an 83-75 lead, with
Oddlyenough,judging fromthe
their opponentsseeminglyon (he reactions of the Sonics following
ropes, the Kings had a perfect Game Three, the franchise is
opportunitybeforethem. Gofor
treatingthis first roundseriesas if
the jugular. Grab hold of the it was the conference finals.
throat and don't let go, not until Players were waving their arms
Seattlehad stopped twitching.
and pumping theirfists,barking at
Intensity and energy gave the Sacramento crowd and
Sacramentothe lead,andshould behaving
with
supreme
have been used to put the Sonics confidence. But for the Sonics,
vindicationshouldnot come from
away.
Instead, the youngKings went
beating the hapless Kings.
against everything that had
Perhaps that's the ultimate
worked for them, takingbad shots, legacy of Seattle's failures in
failing to hit Ihe offensive glass, recent seasons. The Sonics, from
displaying a bewilderinglack of ownership down, have become
effort in their perimeter defense. obsessed with breaking out this
Theypaid fortheircollapse with slump rather than focusing on
ademoralizing96-89loss, almost winning a title.
certainlycosting them a chance
They talk too often about
at winningthe scries.
proving themselves to the NBA,
Seattle wason the otherend of the fansand especiallythemedia.
this inspiring performance, And if they beat Sacramento
sleepwalkingthrough thegame's tonight,they'll have much to say
first 43 minutes. And when the aboutearning respect and taking
Sonics linally received their care of business. But in reality
wake-up call, it came from they'll be no closer tosolving the
unheralded Sam Perkins, Frank problems that have kept them out
BrickowskiandHersey Hawkins. of the hunt for the World
Perkins and The Brick stuck Championship.

SU tennis is livin' on Tulsa time
Both Chieftain teams qualify forNAIA nationals
JamesCollins

Sports Editor

The Seattle University tennis
program powered its way to team
championships in both the men's
and women' s divisions at theNAIA
PacificNorthwestRegionalTennis
Tournament last weekend. By
capturing the team titles, both
Chieftain squads qualify for the
NAIA national championships in
Tulsa,Okla., beginning May 20.
The women'steamoutdueledthe
UniversityofPugetSound(the host
institution), Lewis-Clark State
College and AlberstonCollege for
the overall title.
TheChieftains finished with40
points,whileUPStotaled36,LCSC

.

35 and Alberston33.HawaiiPacific
University (24 points) and
Northwest Nazarene College (16

points) rounded out the field of
competing schools.
In the singles draw, SU won the
fourth and sixth flights outright.

Louise O'Sullivan captured the
fourth flight, while Marcie Scott
triumphed in (he sixth.
TopseedBouchraMoujtahidlost
the title game in the first flight,
while Megan Joyce ultimately
suffered the same fate in number
fivebracket. ErinWellertookthird

Megan McCoid /

Photo Editor

Chieftainsophomoremen'stennisplayerJeffScott. TheChieftains have
qualified for the NAIA national championship tournamentlater inMay.

totaled 18 points, while Hawaii secondflight.TheChieftains' Eric
had 13 and U.S. Berninger took the sixth flight
The combinationof O'Sullivan International University finished withoutlosingaset. BradSakamoto
andMarcos Agudofinished second
and Scott teamed to win the third with 11.
The Chieftains dominated both in the third and fifth flights,
doubles flight. Moujtahid and
Heather Seeley took fifth in the top singles and doubles play, winning respectively, while Jeff Scott took
bracket, while Weller and Joyce three of six singles flights and all
third place in the fourth flight.
SU continued its excellence in
finishedthird in the second flight. threeflightsin thedoublesbracket.
Top singles seed Pavel Voska doubles. Voska and Walters won
The SU men's squad also faced
stiff competition for their division defeatedLCSC's BenjaminHerrera the first flight, Sakamoto and Scott
6-3, 7-5 for the first flight title, took the second, Agudo and
title, though only one other school
whileSU's JesseWalter continued Berninger the third for a Chieftain
was in the chase. TheChieftains'
36points beat out LCSC's3I. UPS his winning streak in capturing the clean sweep.
place in the second flight.

Pacific

Strong spring start for SU soccer
Men s team ties UW 1-1; womenbeat PLU
Jason Ljchtenberger
Sports Reporter
and

James Collins
SportsEditor

shots off the near post
That may have been a wake-up
call forthe Chieftains. In the 28th
minuteofthefirst half, SU scoreda
spectacular goal. JaminOlmstead
receiveda ball fromthe backfield,

Nothinglike a littlegrudgematch

and immediately played it to Kurt
Swanson. SwansonpassedtoZack
Both theSeattleUniversitymen's Pittis, who then put a spectacular
andwomen'ssoccerprograms held touch on the ball to George
practice games over the weekend, Czarnowski. Czarnowski charged
with the men taking on the in hardfrom theleft side, andbeat
University of Washington onFriday the keeper far post toput SU ahead
and the women facing Pacific 1-0.
Lutheran University on Sunday.
Thatlead wouldnot holdlong, as
The men's team continued its UW scored theequalizinggoaljust
springtune-up with a1-1 tieagainst nineminuteslater. TheHusky goal
theHuskies ontheEast SportsField. roundedout the scoringfor the half,
The draw was especially and sent the game into the
encouraging since the Chieftains intermission at a 1-1 deadlock.
were withoutstartingdefenderTom
The second half provided the
Hardy andstartingmidfielders Arne much the same action as the first
to liven up springpractice.

Klubberudand DarynDitmoredue

half, providing for a very physical

to injuries.
Both teams attacked well early
on, but UW applied most of the
pressure early in the contest. The

game.Both sideshad fewerscoring
chances, on which neither team
converted. The gameended in the
1-1 stalemate.

Huskies had an excellent scoring
chance in the first half, but failed to
finish when they sent to apair of

PLU on Sunday, an opportunityto
take at leastmild revenge against a

The SU women's

team

tackled

formidable foe. The Chieftains
were 0-2 against the Lutes last
season, outscored by a combined
totalof 8- 1 in those losses.
The Chieftains would suffer no
such struggles in this game. SU's
Laura Robinson scored the only
goal of the first half to post the
Chieftains to a lead,andSU tacked
on three morescores in the second

period for a 4-0 victory. Like the
men's team, the women's squad
displayed better precision and
executionin the face of determined
opposition than at times in thepast,
particularlyon offense.
With athletic scholarships no
longer available for incoming
freshmen, both Chieftain soccer
teams will enter the 1996 season
unable to add significantnumbers
of new impact players to their
rosters. The onus thus falls upon
the returning veterans to replace
departed seniors and carry the
burden of high expectations that
accompanySU'ssoccerreputation.
Judging from the performances of
this spring, it appears that both
programsareup to those challenges.
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Two weeks remain in intramural regular season

Softball, soccer teamsjockeyforposition aspostseason draws closer
By Skov I Think I've Got It
chalked up their first victory of the
season with a3-0 victoryoverNOI.
With a 1-1 record, they squeaked
into thirdplace with the victory.
NOI fell to 1-2 with the loss.
They will be challengedby Bailers
I, who needed a forfeit to pick up
their first victory of the season,
tying them up withNOIat 1-2. The
forfeit victory overMuertedropped
the Xavicr team to 0-3.
In the corcc AAA division,three
teams are challenging each other
heavilyfor the top three spots.The
Coreckers defeated Da Hui 2-1 and
Bailers II5- 1 to improve to 3-2.
Da Kine Again defeated Da Hui
3-2 in a shoot-out to end the
weekend at 2- 1 DigestiveRumble
remaincdeven with DaKine Again
at 2- 1 after defeatingBailers112-0.
With their two losses Da Hui
dropped from undefeated to 1-2.

JASON UCHTENBERGER
SportsReporter
Divisional races are heating up,
and playoffs arc just around the
corner.

Inthemen's softball red division,
The Untouchables failed in their
bid for an undefeated year. After
pulling out a tie two weeks back.
The Untouchables sufferedan 1 1-5
defeat at the hands of Harkin's
HaolesonSaturday. Theybounced
to
back Sunday to crush EIT 20-5,
bring their record up to 4- 1 1
Harkin's Haoles combined the
win over The Untouchables with
two other victories on Sunday to
put them into first place with a
record of 4-1 Theyprovidedboth
defensive and offensiveprowess in
an 13-0 shellacking of AU and an
11-I crushing of Champs and a

.

.

.

Rookie.
DaHui pulledoff a great Sunday.
They defeated Champs and a
Rookie 8-6 and 6th Flo 13-4 to
boost their I- 1 recordup to 3-1 and
put themintothird place. They arc
almostassured a playoff spot.
Lou's Crew and AU arc the two
front-runnersbattlingfor the fourth

Theywill bechallenged for the last
playoff birth by Bailers II whofell
to 1-3 after their 0-2 weekend.
In the corec AA division, Brass
Monkeysis trying torun away with
the title. After falling behind to
IMNAF2-0, theycame back topull
out the stunning 3-2 victory and
hold onto first place at 3-0.
IMNAFdroppcdto 2-2 with the
loss, but will seek revenge in the
playoffs.
The 2-0 Sexy Primate Clowns
wereoutof actionoverthe weekend.
This is another team that will be
superb in the playoffs.
Corporal Punishment defeated
the Novices 2-0 in the battle of the
two winless teams.
The victory upped Corporal
Punishment's record to 1-2, which
willprobably ensure them the last
playoff spot, as the Novices fell to
0-4.

■

The Hype Box
Megan McCoid /

Photo Editor

Jen Potter takes a swingduring corec Softball playlast weekend.

and final playoff spot. Lou'sCrew
startedoffthe yearat 0- 1 1,but two Ihc Scrubs. They provided the rare
big victories onSunday put themat shutout in corcc Softball as they
2-1-1 heading into next week's blanked Spank. 8-.0. The victory
placed kept them in second place
action. They blewoutElT IS-()and
right on (he Scrubs' heels at 3-1
soundly defeated 6th Flo 19-9.
Bootie and the Ho-Fish held on
AUdropped to 2-2 with their loss
huge
to their third place spot in a huge
to Harkin's Haoles, but their
way. Hits abounded for theFish as
Champs
and a
9-7 victory over
they
them
eased their way to a 30-2
(1-4-1
)
provided
has
Rookie
victory
over D-HI Bites. The loss
into
the
with some life headed
hampered any hopes of some kind
playoff race.
6lh Flo, the team to catalyze the of resurgence for a playoff" run by
downfallofChamps and aRookie, D-111Bites.
Fighting for the fourth and final
has made no noise since. Their
defense did not come through,and spot are Spank and Ad Homincm.
their 0-2 weekend sent them out of Both teamssuffered losses overthe
weckend,eaehstandingat2-3.Next
playoff contention at 1-3-1.
As the corec gold division winds week's games will be key, as the
down, the Scrubs prove to be the two teams will show which one of
teamtobeat Their7-3 victoryover themis hungrier lorthepost-season.
The corcc yellow division is a
Ad Homincm kept them in first
mess.
Until a plethora of
placewith anundefeated record of
games areplayed, the
rescheduled
4-0.
is
wide open. The Biz
with
still
pace
race
Mylcfnad is keeping

.

CRNA

Scholarships
Consider becoming
an Air Force CRNA
through the Armed
Forces Health Professions

Scholarship Program.
For more information,
contact an Air Force
health professions recruiter

near you. Or call

1-800-423-USAF.
AIMMGH
Health Professions

Baggers are the only sure shot for
the playoffs. They crushed Sin
Na'an 21-1 over the weekend to
improveto3-0. Sin Na'anstands at
0-2, but also have hall a forfeit.
"
Verbil's Lott held onto second
place at 2-1 with a forfeit victor}
over Brulha Love. Brutha Love
still has yet to play, as the forfeit
was theteam' s first recorded game,
placing them at 0-1.
After a couple of forfeits of their
own, AbsolutAll-Stars arc looking
tough. They were out of action
over the weekend, but with a 1-0
playingrecord they willmake a run
for the title. The two forfeits will
hurl them, as they stand with a 1-2
overall record.
The race for the men's soccer
championship will be a good one,
as most ofthe teams in the division
are very well balanced.
Public Enemy took first place
from the World Cuppers by
defeating them 5-3. The victory
boostsPublic Enemy'srecord to20, while dropping the World
Cuppers to 2-1.

I

The Hype Box is back after a one-issue suspension Cor
making contact with a league official. The Hype Box has
probably learned its lesson, but it has a tendency to be
somewhat erratic and unpredictable.

Congratulations to the SU tennis teams for another outstanding season. Themen's squad has returned toregional
prominence, earning a spot at nationals. The women's
team will be making itsfifth consecutive trip to theNAIA
tournament this year.

■onal

It's time for the "official" SU soccer alumni games. The
men play at 9 a.m. on Saturday, with the women following
at approximately 11 a.m. This an excellentchance to see
stars of SU soccer's past,present and future, so come on
out to the East Sports Field. You know I'll be there with
bells on.

Collins vs. Christianson returns next week, thistime with
a look a possible NBA Finals matchups.
Soon it will be time for the legendary soccer previews.
Brace yourselves.
The Hype Box will be with you. Always.

"

The Spectator Player of the Week
Lou Federico
IntramuralSoftball
Federico was ona torrid hitting streaklast weekend, going nine-for-11 in two wins. His
greatest moment came Sunday, when he crushed a grand slam over the right field fence
on the West Sports Field.
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Positions available:
'Managing Editor
»News Editor
"Opinion Editor
'Sports Editor
'Arts andEntertainment Editor
'Features Editor
'Copy Editor

»-«ck

"PhotoEditor
jdi
/>p^~\
"GraphicsEditor
J§^*s\ j**j)ssL
'Reporters
'Photographers
Vyr^K^
L,
'BusinessManager
\r~f
'Advertising Manager

Applicants
submit:
" A letter ofshould
application explaining their interests.
" A completed resume,
including three references.
"A
small portfolio of previous writing samples.

Deadline for these positions is May 15, 1996.
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Then joining the 1996-97 Spectator Staff is the solution. We welcome all!!
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DOYOU LIKE TO WRITE?
DO YOULIKE TO BE INVOLVED ONCAMPUS?
DOYOULIKE TOWORK WITH OTHERS?
y
UXy9 DOYOUENJOY READING OTHERPEOPLE'SWRITING?
DO YOULIKE GIVINGINPUT ONMAJOR DECISIONS?
DOYOUENJOY DESIGN AND LAYOUT?
ARE YOU A COMPUTER WHIZ?
ARE YOUTHE ONE ALWAYS TAKINGPICTURESDURING FAMILY VACATIONS?
DOYOULIKE TO WORK INTHE DARK?
DO YOU WANT TO BE AN ACCOUNTANT WHEN YOU GROW UP?
WOULD YOULIKEA CHUNK OFTUITIONFEESKNOCKED OFF YOUR BILL?
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AOTIEOTIKON AILIL CIUUIBS^
Please send a representative to the Spring Club Workshop on May 16 at 6 p.m. to the Casey Commons.
Father Sullivan will be speaking. This is a mandatory
meeting for all clubs.
The A§SU CcDunnndll will meet on Wednesday, May 8 in
Senior Class Thank You!
SUB 205 from 8-10 p.m.
The senior class committee would
like to express its gratitude to the
following individuals for their help
in making the cruise a success:
Liz Bradford
Ann Cummins
Neena Dutta
Roger Gillis, SJ
Katy Gora
Toni Hartsfield
Terrance Ihnen

Jessie Israel
Van Manivanh
Troy Mathern
Nicole Papineau
Rob Rapanut
Steve Stapleton
John Whitney, SJ
The folks at CAC
Alumni Relations, and the SU Book-

CriminalJusticeOfficerElections
On May 6 and 7 the Criminal Justice Club
will hold officer elections. If you are interested, please submit a one-page application
telling us why you wish to be considered as
a candidate. Applications are due by May 3.
Questions? Call Lisa at 467-6979 or email "sail@seattleu.edu".

store.

Please thank them -the cruise
couldn't have happened without
these wonderful people.
Gai¥(& Lesbian Club M0..-.
* A spring hike in the Cascades on
May 5 will begin at Cafe Paradiso
at 9 a.m. Transportation is available. For information call Diane at
329-4229 or e-mail
GLSAlNFO@2Bbbl.wa.com

Finance Club
"What is an investor relations
person?" Susan McAllistor, a
member of the National Investor
Relations Institute (NIRI) will
discuss various aspects of her
role, previous experiences, and

And In This Corner..... API

what it takes for graduates/students to get on this career path.
The event will be held on May 8,
in Pigott 100 from noon to 1 p.m.
It is free and refreshments will be
h

provided.

d

*May 4 there will be an API Dance to unite various ethbackgrounds via socially diverse interactions.
* nic
On May 8, 15 and 21, API movie nights will be in
various dorms.
Cherille at xB l5O for more info.
* On MayCall
25 from 8 to 9:30 p.m. there will be an 1107
Show in Pigott celebrating Asian culture and increasing
awareness of it on campus

Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page is for registered clubs and organizations to
advertise information about their events. For information, contact the ASSU office @ 296-6050.

